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IV

IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS

MICHAEL WARD,

Case No. 20090714 CA

Petitioner and Appellant,
Trial Court No. 080903379
vs.
CAROLINE COATS GRAYDON,
Respondent and Appellee.

BRIEF OF PETITIONER MICHAEL WARD

JURISDICTION
The Utah Court of Appeals has jurisdiction over this case pursuant to Utah Code
Ann. §78A-4-103(2)(c).

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES
1.

Does a joint tenant of real property owe any fiduciary duty to a co-tenant? The
existence of a duty and its contours presents a question of law, which is reviewed
for correctness. McLaughlin v. Schenk, 220 P.3d 146, 153 (Utah 2009). This
issue was

2.

In the event that a joint tenant is involved in a divorce action, if the other spouse,
though not on title, is given rights and authority over the real property subject to
the joint tenancy, does that spouse also acquire duties to the joint tenant not

involved in the divorce? The existence of a duty and its contours presents a
question of law, which is reviewed for correctness. McLaughlin v. Schenk, 220
P.3d 146, 153 (Utah 2009).
3.

Did the trial court err in (a) granting summary judgment in favor of Defendant
Caroline Coats Graydon and (b) denying Plaintiff's motion for summary judgment
against Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon? The grant or denial of a motion for
summary judgment presents a question of law, which is reviewed for correctness.
R & R Indus Part, L L C , v. Utah Property and Cas ins Guar Ass'n, 199 P.3d
917 (Utah 2008).

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Nature of the Case:
This is an appeal from a final judgment of the Third District Court, the Honorable
Denise P. Lindberg presiding over a hearing on cross motions for summary judgment.

Course of the Proceedings Below:
On 26 February 2008, Petitioner Ward ("Ward") filed a complaint against Peter
Coats and Respondent Caroline Coats Graydon ("Graydon"), seeking damages related
to the foreclosure of real property in which he was a part owner On 3 March 2009,
Ward filed a motion for summary judgment in the case. On 27 March 2009, Graydon
filed a cross-motion for summary judgment in the case.
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Disposition by Trial Court:
On 20 July 2009, a hearing was conducted on the cross motions for summary
judgment before the Honorable Denise P Lindberg Based upon that proceeding in an
order dated 17 August 2009 the Trial Court
(a) denied Ward s motion for summary judgment against Graydon,
(b) granted Graydon s motion for summary judgment against Ward, and
(c) awarded costs to Graydon as against Ward

STATEMENT OF FACTS
1

By virtue of a series of property transactions, in late 2005 Ward became joint
owner with Peter Coats of two adjacent parcels of property in South Jordan, Salt
Lake County, State of Utan One parcel consisted of 18 acres, the other of 22
acres [hereinafter "North Parcel" and "South Parce!' respectively] Ward owned
an undivided 9 82% interest, and Peter Coats owned an undivided 90 18%
interest Addendum A, Affidavit of Plaintiff Michael Ward, % 2, Addendum B,
Affidavit of David Ward U 2

2

Peter Coats and Graydon were previously married having been divorced in a
bifurcated proceeding Addendum A, Affidavit of Plaintiff Michael Ward, % 3,
Addendum B, Affidavit of David Ward, H 3

3

Graydon asserted claim to both the North and South Parcels by virtue of her
marriage In asserting her claims, Graydon caused a lis pendens and other
documents to be filed with the Office of the Salt Lake County Recorder to reflect

3

her claim of interest in both the North and South Parcels. Addendum A, Affidavit
of Plaintiff Michael Ward, % 4; Addendum B, Affidavit of David Ward, U 4.
4.

Both the North and South Parcels were subject to Trust Deeds in favor of Peter
Coats' mother, Isabel Coats. Isabel Coats is also the grandmother of Ward, who
is the nephew of Peter Coats. Addendum A, Affidavit of Plaintiff Michael Ward, jf
5; Addendum B, Affidavit of David Ward, % 5.

5.

As a part of the divorce proceeding between Graydon and Peter Coats, Graydon
was granted a special power of attorney to deal with marital property, including
its sale and disposition. Addendum A, Affidavit of Plaintiff Michael Ward, 1} 6;
Addendum B, Affidavit of David Ward, Tf 6. A copy of the court order granting a
power of attorney to Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon is attached hererto as
Addendum C.

6.

Graydon testified that she was granted a power of attorney to deal with the
marital property. Peter Coats and Graydon were under an obligation to sell the
marital property. Addendum D, Deposition of Caroline Coats Graydon.

7.

in the fall of 2005, Isabel Coats proceeded to foreclose on her Trust Deeds over
both the North and South Parcels. Addendum A, Affidavit of Plaintiff Michael
Ward, H 7; Addendum B, Affidavit of David Ward, U 7.

8.

In a quiet titie action brought by Isabel Coats, Graydon requested the Court grant
a temporary restraining order forbidding the sale of the property. Ultimately
Graydon and Isabel Coats entered into a stipulation. Addendum A, Affidavit of
Plaintiff Michael Ward, % 8; Addendum B, Affidavit of David Ward, % 8.
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9

The Amended Stipulation1 required Isabel Coats' cooperation in the sale of the
properties, agreed to a cancellation of the Notice of Default and recognized
Isabel Coats' ownership of an undivided 9 82% interest in both the North and
South Parcels Addendum A, Affidavit of Plaintiff Michael Ward, % 8, Addendum
B, Affidavit of David Ward, If 8 A copy of the Amended Stipulation is attached
hereto as Addendum E

10

Subsequent to the entry of the Stipulation, Isabel Coats transferred her
ownership interest in the North and South Parcels to Ward in consideration of
One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($150,000 00) Addendum A, Affidavit of
Plaintiff Michael Ward, fl 9, Addendum B, Affidavit of David Ward, % 9 A copy of
the deed transferring Isabel Coats' interest to Ward is attached as Addendum F

11

Isabel Coats commenced a second foreclosure proceeding against both the
North and South Parcels in the spring of 2006 Addendum A, Affidavit ol Plaintiff
Michael Ward, f 13, Addendum B, Affidavit of David Ward, 1j 13

12

By the fall of 2006, Graydon filed another motion for a temporary restraining
order The matter was contested in an evidentiary hearing on converting
Graydon s temporary restraining order motion into a preliminary injunction, which
was held before the Honorable Tyrone E Medley on 5 December 2006 At the
conclusion of that hearing, Judge Medley concluded that Graydon had not
presented a case adequate for the issuance of a preliminary injunction, and
therefore dissolved the temporary restraining order and denied the request for a

1

The Amended Stipulation merely corrected aspects of the property description The
substantive terms of the Amended Stipulation were identical to those of the original
Stipulation
5

preliminary injunction. Addendum A, Affidavit of Plaintiff Michael Ward, If 14;
Addendum B, Affidavit of David Ward, If 14.
13.

Following the dissolution of the temporary restraining order, Isabel Coats
proceeded with the foreclosure sale. Addendum A, Affidavit of Plaintiff Michael
Ward, U 15; Addendum B, Affidavit of David Ward, If 15.

14.

The foreclosure sale was scheduled for 14 February 2007. Addendum A,
Affidavit of Plaintiff Michael Ward, 1f 16; Addendum B, Affidavit of David Ward, If
16.

15.

In the month prior to the Trustee's Sale, Peter Coats worked diligently to procure
a purchaser for the property. Addendum A, Affidavit of Plaintiff Michael Ward, 1f
17; Addendum B, Affidavit of David Ward, If 17.

16.

In the weeks and days preceding the foreclosure sale, Peter Coats was the
procuring cause of various offers of purchase. One of the offers for purchase
involved only the North Parcel, and was for the sum of Five Million Two Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($5,200,000.00). Ward and Peter Coats accepted that offer.
Addendum A, Affidavit of Plaintiff Michael Ward, If 18; Addendum B, Affidavit of
David Ward, If 18.

17.

Graydon did not accept this offer. Addendum A, Affidavit of Plaintiff Michael
Ward, ^ 19; Addendum B, Affidavit of David Ward, U 19.

18.

In the weeks and days preceding the Trustee's Sale, both Peter Coats and
Graydon made proposals and/or demands of conditions for closing. Addendum
A, Affidavit of Plaintiff Michael Ward, 1f 20; Addendum B, Affidavit of David Ward,
If 20.
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19.

As a condition of closing, Graydon required Peter Coats agree to have his portion
of the sales proceeds deposited into an escrow account pending the resolution of
their divorce. Addendum G, Deposition of Carolyn Graydon, 11:12-12:14.

20.

None of the offers to purchase were ever accepted since Graydon would not
accept any offer. Addendum A, Affidavit of Plaintiff Michael Ward, % 21;
Addendum B, Affidavit of David Ward, % 21.

21.

Graydon was, at all time relevant, a licensed real estate agent and loan officer.
Because of this experience, Graydon knew that if she postponed reaching an
agreement on the terms of the sale and/or postponed the closing, she could
effectively hold the sale hostage. Addendum A, Affidavit of Plaintiff Michael
Ward, % 22; Addendum B, Affidavit of David Ward, % 22.

22.

Ward indicated to both Graydon and Peter Coats that he would accept any
reasonable proposals for closing instruction which either of them might propose.
Addendum A, Affidavit of Plaintiff Michael Ward, ^ 24; Addendum B, Affidavit of
David Ward, % 24.

23.

No sale offer was accepted and the North Parcel was subject to a foreclosure
sale on 15 March 2007. Addendum A, Affidavit of Plaintiff Michael Ward, % 25;
Addendum B, Affidavit of David Ward, % 25.

24.

Accordingly, the property was sold at a Trustee's Sale on 15 March 2007, for the
sum of Three Million Six Hundred Thousand Dollars ($3,600,000.00). Addendum
H, Amended Trustee's Deed Following Trustee's Sale.

25.

Had Graydon and Peter Coats agreed to accept the highest offer, Ward would
have been entitled to 9.82% of $5.2 million, or $510,640.00. Instead, Ward
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received only $195,397.28, representing 9.82% of the excess proceeds.
Addendum A, Affidavit of Plaintiff Michael Ward, U 27; Addendum B, Affidavit of
David Ward, If 27.
26.

Subsequent to the Trustee's Sale, on 10 November 2008, Judge Atherton
entered a supplemental decree of divorce in Graydon's and Peter Coats' divorce
action. Pursuant to the Supplemental Decree, Graydon was awarded damages
against Peter Coats, which damages amounted to the portion of the sales
proceeds she would have received had the property sold for $5.2 million.
Addendum I, Supplemental Decree of Divorce, % 15-15.

27.

Ward brought an action for damages for the loss of the benefit of the offer for
$5.2 million against Graydon and Peter Coats. Addendum J, Memorandum in
Support of Defendant Caroline Graydon's Motion for Summary Judgment.

28.

Ward moved for Summary Judgment on 3 March 2009. The Court denied his
motion, awarded summary judgment to Graydon, and dismissed Ward's
complaint against Graydon with prejudice. Graydon was also awarded costs as
against Ward. Addendum K, Order On Summary Judgment Motions and
Judgment.

29.

The trial court granted summary judgment in favor of Ward as against Peter
Coats. Addendum K, Order On Summary Judgment Motions and Judgment.

30.

Peter Coats sought to have the trial court reverse its judgment, but his motion
was denied. Addendum L, Minute Entry and Order.
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The Trial Court's decision should be reversed As a result of the unique
relationship inherent in joint ownership of property, Utah courts have recognized a
fiduciary duty existing between co-tenants of real property Under the circumstances of
this case, Respondent Graydon, in effect, became a co-tenant of Petitioner Ward She
not only exercised control over the jointly owned property in a manner consistent with
ownership, but also sought and was awarded damages for a breach of fiduciary duty
from a co-tenant As a result, Graydon acquired the obligations of co-tenancy, including
an obligation to protect the interests of her co-tenant When through her breach of this
obligation, Graydon prevented the sale of property, her actions caused Ward a
substantial economic injury As a result, Graydon is liable to Ward, and the Trial Court's
granting of summary judgment should be reversed

ARGUMEENT

in granting summary judgment to Graydon, the Trial Court failed to recognize that
under the facts of this case, Graydon had in effect become a co-tenant with Ward and
Peter Coats, and therefore had obligations to each of them Pursuant to these
obligations, Graydon had a duty to act in the best interest of her co-owners When she
and Peter Coats were unable to overcome their personal differences and agree to a
sale that would be beneficial to all of the co-owners, Graydon breached this obligation,
in the process injuring Ward Although Graydon claims that she is entitled to benefits of
ownership without any of its ancillary obligations, the facts cleariy indicate otherwise
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I.

Joint Tenants of Real Property Owe A Fiduciary Duty to Co-Tenants
Because of the nature of the special relationship that exists between co-tenants,

the law recognizes a fiduciary duty in such relationships in Olwell v Clark, the Utah
Supreme Court recognized that "[i]t is established law that co-tenants stand in a unique
relationship of confidence and trust by reason of their community of interest' 658 P 2d
585, 587 (1982)(citing 20 Am Jur 2d Cotenancy and Joint Ownership §2) In light of
the mutual obligations that joint ownership of a property imposes upon co-tenants, the
Utah Supreme Court has determined that in Utah, such a relationship includes a
fiduciary duty 2 Id
In articulating, in part, the nature of this unique relationship and fiduciary duty,
the Utah Supreme Court noted that co-tenancy gives rise to a presumption that "any act
calculated to protect the property against a hen or sale, or otherwise, will be presumed
2

Petitioner recognizes that in addition to Olwell, there is case law in Utah indicating
that the existence of a fiduciary duty for co-tenants is a factual question related to the
specific circumstances of a given situation Although Olwell has likely supplanted these
decisions by equating a co-tenants' relationship of confidence and trust with a general
fiduciary duty, those decisions support the finding of a fiduciary duty in the specific facts
and circumstances of this case For example, in Chournos v Evona Inv Co , the Utah
Supreme Court stated that joint tenants generally stand in a confidential or fiduciary
relationship to each other "that prohibits one taking advantage of the others " 93 P 2d
450, 453 (1939) And in Rio Algon Corp v Jimco Ltd , the Utah Supreme Court noted
that "[a] fiduciary relationship between co-tenants is usually found when one co-tenant
of real property undertakes to act on behalf of another co-tenant or takes advantage of
other co-tenants " 618 P 2d 497, 506 (1980) Thus, in 1983, a year after the Olwell
decision, the Utah Supreme Court found a fiduciary duty existed between co-tenants
when one suffered default on the property, and then extinguished the interest of the
others by purchasing it at the resulting foreclosure sale In the present case the parties
to this action stood in a confidential or fiduciary relationship to each other because
Graydon and Peter Coats were under an affirmative duty to sell the property Graydon
had been granted, by the Court, a power of attorney to act for Peter Coats Graydon
had filed a lis pendens on the property, and the property was in the process of being
foreclosed on As a result of such relationship, the parties had an obligation to act in
their mutual best interest As will be shown, Respondent Graydon oreached this
obligation
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to be for the benefit of all cotenants." Sweeney Land Co. v. Kimball, 786 P.2d 760, 762
(1990). Conversely, any act, including a sale or foreclosure, that diminishes the value
of a property is thus presumed to be to the detriment of all the co-tenants. Actions by a
co-tenant that adversely affect the interests of the other co-tenants violate the
confidence and trust inherent in this community of interest, and may be a breach of a
co-tenant's fiduciary duty.
Included in a co-tenant's fiduciary duty is a duty of loyalty and good faith and fair
dealing. As famously stated by Justice Cardozo in Meinhard v. Salmon, this duty of
includes "something stricter than the morals of the market place[;] [n]ot honesty alone,
but the punctilio of an honor the most sensitive, is then the standard." 164 N.E. 545,
546 (N.Y. 1928). As a part of his or her heightened legal duties of loyalty and good faith
and fair dealing, a co-tenant is under an obligation to act in behalf of the community of
interest, with undivided loyalty to the other co-tenants. The law requires [co-tenants] to
be true to their trust and honest in their dealings with each other. . . each is supposed
to protect the rights of all others.'* Holbrook v. Carter, 431 P.2d 123, 125 (Utah
1967)(concur). Failure to act honestly, fairly, and in good faith with regards to the jointly
owned property is breach of a co-tenant's fiduciary obligations.
Throughout the events related to the present case, Petitioner Ward has acted in
accordance with this fiduciary duty. Under the imminent threat of the pending
foreclosure, Ward assisted in procuring purchase offers for the parcels of land. When a
bona fide offer of $5.2 million was made for jusi the North Parcel, Ward agreed to the
sale in an effort to avoid foreclosure. Furthermore, in an effort to protect the mutual
interests of the co-tenants by expediting such sale, Ward indicated to both Graydon and
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Peter Coats that he would accept any reasonable proposals for closing the sale, as
required by the pending divorce between them Unfortunately, because of the acrimony
of the extraneous divorce proceedings, Graydon and Peter Coats failed to reciprocate in
this community of interest, and no sale of the property was ever concluded, leaving the
North Parcel to be foreclosed on for a substantially reduced price As a result, Ward
received only $195,397 28 for his ownership in the property, over $315,000 less than he
should have received had Graydon and Peter Coats agreed to the terms of the sale
Despite having fulfilled his own obligations, Ward's co-tenants', through their acts and
omissions, breached their fiduciary duties Such breach was the direct and proximate
cause of Ward's injuries

II.

Respondent Graydon Was in Effect a Co-Tenant
As a result of her interest in, and exercise of control over, the North and South

Parcels, Graydon functioned as a co-tenant of the property, and is therefore subject to a
fiduciary duty It is undisputed that Peter Coats and Ward were co-tenants of the
property at issue It is also undisputed that Graydon's sole interest in the property was
a marital claim, derivative through Peter Coats' interest In this action, Graydon claims
that she was never on title to the property, and therefore did not owe any duties to
Ward Nevertheless, as indicated by her actions in this proceeding, as well as the
divorce proceeding between she and Peter Coats, Graydon has exerted legal authority
over, and interest in, the property sufficient to establish her status, in effect, as a cotenant
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A.

Graydon Has Exercised Ownership Authority Over the Property

Graydon's sole interest in the North and South Parcels is a marital claim which
arose by virtue of her marriage to Peter Coats Although not a "legal interest" in the
sense that her name does not appear on title, Graydon nevertheless has exercised her
marital interest sufficient to impose at least some of the obligations of co-tenancy upon
her A marital asset is subject to a court's powers of equitable division under Utah Code
Ann §30-3-5(1) ("[w]hen a decree of divorce is rendered, the court may include in it
equitable orders relating to the children, property, debts, or obligations, and parties ")
Utah's divorce statute provides that a decree vesting marital property in one spouse
takes effect "when a decree of divorce is rendered " Id While a spouse's interest in
marital property is in some sense "inchoate," upon commencement of the divorce it
vests Although Utah courts have note explored this particular point courts in other
states have For example the Kansas Court of Appeals held
Prior to the filing of a petition for divorce, a spouse may dispose of his or
her personal property without regard to the other spouse At that time, a
spouse possesses only an inchoate interest in real estate held by the
other spouse The filing for divorce, however has a substantial effect
upon the property rights of the spouses At that moment, each spouse
becomes the owner of a vested but undetermined interest in all the
property individually or jointly held The court is obligated to divide the
property in a just and equitable manner regardless of the title or origin of
the property
Except for those rights which vest by virtue of the filing of
the divorce action, [this law] in no way change[s] the interest of one
spouse in the property held by the other, or the ability of the other spouse
to convey, sell or give away such property
In re Marriage ofL T Watson, 22 P 3d 1081, 1085 (Kan Ct App 2001), citing Cady v
Cady 581 P 2d 358, 358 (Kan 1978)
Thus, equitable distribution schemes, like Utah's recognize that a spouse s
interest in the property of the other spouse goes through several phases During the
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course of the marriage and before the pendency of any divorce, property owned by
each spouse in their own name is that spouse's separate property See, e g., Utah
Code Ann § 30-2-2 ("[contracts may be made by a wife, and liabilities incurred and
enforced by or against her, to the same extent and in the same manner as is if she were
unmarried"), Utah Code Ann § 30-2-5(2) ("[t]he wages, earnings, property, rents, or
other income of one spouse may not be reached by the creditor of the other spouse to
satisfy a debt, obligation, or liability of the other spouse ") To further illustrate, had
Peter Coats died prior to the fmaiization of the decree, the claims against the property
would be resolved based upon the laws of descent and distribution not domestic
relations.
Upon the commencement of her divorce action, Graydon's interest was
converted to a vested, though inchoate, right The inchoate right was unascertained,
unallocated, but fully vested This inchoate right sprang to a full, fee-simple ownership
upon the final entry of a decree of distribution pursuant to the court s equitable powers
Utah's divorce statute clearly envisions such a result in the language that gives the
court the right, "upon entry of a decree," to enter equitable orders regarding property
Utah Code Ann § 30-3-5(1) As a matter of law, upon the commencement of the
divorce in 1999, Graydon had a vested interest, though inchoate, in the marital property
At that point, the rights and interests of Graydon became sufficiently similar to those of a
co-owner to impose the duties and obligations of co-ownership upon her The Utah
Court of Appeals indicated as much when it held that a fiduciary relationship may exist
between a husband and wife before a divorce decree is entered Morgan v Morgan,
875 P.2d 563, 565 (1994), citing Glover v Glover, 242 P.2d 298, 300 (Utah 1952)
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In addition, Graydon has actually acted in many respects as a co-owner of the
property, further suggesting that equity demands she be accountable as co-owner. As
a part of the unrelated divorce proceeding between Graydon and Peter Coats, Graydon
was granted a special power of attorney to deal with the marital property, including its
sale and disposition. Pursuant to this power of attorney, which gave Graydon the
authority to act on behalf of Peter Coats (the co-tenant of Ward), Graydon engaged in a
series of actions related to the property that only an owner of such property could.
When Isabel Coates attempted to foreclose on the North and South Parcels in the fall of
2005, Graydon filed court actions requesting a temporary restraining order forbidding
Isabel Coates from executing the trustee's sale. As a result, Isabel Coates was forced
to enter into a stipulated agreement with Graydon to cancel the default and cooperate in
the sale of the property.
Graydon also exercised ownership rights over the property when she caused a
iis pendens to be filed on the property several years after the commencement of her
divorce from Peter Coats.3 And in accordance with her special power of attorney,
Graydon entertained offers of purchase for the property and entered into agreements for
the marketing and sale of the property. Perhaps most damning, in two separate legal
actions, one against Peter Coats, and the other against Petitioner Ward, Graydon
asserted claims that in effect accused both men of breaching their fiduciary duties to

3

Utah law only authorizes a lis pendens in two circumstances: (1) when an action
involves a claim ''affecting the title" to real property; or (2) when an action is filed
"affecting the right of possession of real property." Utah Code Ann. § 78B-6-1303(1).
"The recording of a iis pendens serves as a warning to all persons than any rignts or
interest they may acquire in the interim are subject to the judgment or decree." Winters
v. Shulman, 977 P.2d 1218, 1222 (Utah Ct. App. 1999), quoting Bagnall v. Suburbia
Land Co., 579 P.2d 914, 916 (Utah 1978).
15

Graydon by refusing to cooperate in the sale of the property As all of these examples
illustrate Graydon exercised an ownership interest over the property in multiple and
various forms, all of which were authorized by law
Yet despite her obvious assertion of control over the property in the present
action Graydon is seeking to separate the benefits of her' marital interest' from its
innate obligations She seeks to retain the benefits of legal ownership while escaping
the obligations This she cannot do Lawson v Woodmen of the World 53 P 2d 432
435 (Utah 1936)(They seek to accept the benefits of the contract but avoid the full
force of its obligations This they cannot do When one having the right to accept or
reject a transaction takes and retains the benefits thereunder he becomes bound by the
transaction and cannot avoid its obligation or effect by taking a position inconsistent
therewith ")

B.

Graydon is Estopped From Asserting That She is Not a Co-Tenant

Since Graydon has asserted in other legal actions the rights she would have as
a co-tenant of the property she is estopped from claiming that she is not a co-tenant in
this action Following the foreclosure of the North Parcel, Graydon sought and obtained
damages from Peter Coats for the failure to sell the property for the amount included in
one of the sales offers In the extraneous divorce proceeding between Graydon and
Peter Coats Graydon alleged that the failure to sell the North Parcel for $5 2 million had
damaged her in the amount of $523,508 00 the difference between what she had
received from the excess proceeds of the Trustee s Sale and what she would have
received had the property sold for the S5 2 million offer The grounds for this assertion
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came from Graydon's claim that Peter Coats owed her a duty, and the breach of that
duty was the cause of her pecuniary injury The existence of the duty alleged by
Graydon could only arise if Graydon had a legally cognizant ownership interest in the
property, to which Peter Coats would be bound by a fiduciary duty Had the property
been sold at a trustee's sale prior to the initiation of divorce proceedings, Graydon
would not have had a claim against Peter Coats, as no such duty would have existed
But as a result of the divorce proceedings, Graydon obtained an inchoate ownership of
the property, including both the benefits and obligations that such ownership included
Judge Atherton recognized as much when she awarded Graydon damages of
$523,508 00 an amount calculated based on the failure to sell the North Parcel for $5 2
million
In spite of this judicial recognition of Graydon's ownership interest in the property,
Graydon is once again attempting to retain the benefits of such ownership while
escaping the obligations

Her assertion that she is not a co-tenant or co-owner in this

action is simply unfair given the unequivocal position she has taken in her divorce
action Graydon is in the difficult position of having asserted against Peter Coats in the
divorce action the very claim Ward is asserting against her in the present action If
judgment in favor of Graydon's was appropnate in the divorce action, judgment in favor
of Ward in this action is equally appropriate
As is illustrated by the foregoing, Peter Coats, Ward, and Graydon stood in a
unique relationship to one another In the words of Olwell, they shared a "community of
interest" Graydon was unquestionably and incontestably a part oi that community of
interest, as is evidenced by her exercise of her ownership interest in the property in
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question, including her ability to recover damages for the breach of a co-owner's duty
She was, for all intents and purposes, a co-tenant But while Graydon seeks to divorce
the benefits of her association in that community from the obligations membership
imposes, she, in fact, cannot Inherent in the relationship of trust and confidentiality that
Graydon shared with Peter Coats and Ward is the fiduciary duty of co-tenancy
The undisputed fact is that Graydon and Peter Coats could not arrange their
affairs as to be able to accept the $5 2 million offer for the premises As a result the
parties lost the benefit of that sale, and the property was sold at a trustee's sale for $3 6
million Despite having made efforts to cooperate with both of his co-tenants Ward
suffered as a result of Graydon and Peter Coats' inability to fulfill their duty to one
another and Petitioner Ward

III.

The Trial Court Erred in Granting Summary Judgment to Graydon and in
Denying Summary Judgment to Ward
Because Graydon was, in effect, a co-tenant, and as such owed duties to Ward,

the Trial Court erred in granting summary judgment to Graydon and denying summary
judgment to Ward and dismissing his Complaint In an Order On Summary Judgment
Motions and Judgment, the Trial Court granted summary judgment to Graydon "for the
reasons set forth in Defendant Graydon's memoranda " In her Memorandum In Support
of Motions for Summary Judgment By Defendant Caroline Graydon, Graydon included
three points in favor of her motion for summary judgment (A) Graydon was not a cotenant in the North Parcel, (B) a co-tenant has no duty to sell real estate, and (C) Ward
either suffered no damage, or was the sole cause of his loss As will be shown,
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Graydon's points are insufficient to support summary judgment, and therefore the Trial
Court erred in granting it to Graydon.
A.

As has been illustrated, Graydon was, in effect, a co-tenant in the North

Parcel. Although Graydon claimed to have no legal interest in the North Parcel, and
therefore could not owe any duties to Ward, her exercise of control over the property
indicates otherwise. Furthermore, the award of damages in the divorce action that
Graydon received as a result of the failure to sell the North Parcel for $5.2 million is
premised on the legal interest Graydon claims not to have had.
B.

Although a co-tentant may not have a general duty to sell real estate, co-

tenants do have fiduciary duty by virtue of their unique relationship of trust and
confidence. And in the specific context of this case, that fiduciary duty included a duty
to sell the North Parcel to stave off an impending foreclosure action that would, and did,
substantially lessen the renumeration the co-tenants received. Furthermore, Graydon is
estopped from using this as a defense, as she asserted the same argument in her
divorce proceedings.
C.

It is clear that Ward has suffered an injury, just as Graydon suffered an

injury for which she recovered in her divorce proceeding. Instead of receiving his
percentage of the proceeds of a $5.2 million sale of the North Parcel, Ward received a
substantially smaller amount based on the price of the sale of the North Parcel following
foreclosure. Had it not been for the inability of Graydon and Peter Coats to agree terms
allowing the $5.2 million sale, Ward would not have been injured. Ward was not the
cause of his injury, but made every effort to avoid it. It was the breach of Graydon's and
Peter Coats's obligations to Ward that were the direct and proximate cause of his harm.
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As a result, the Trial Court erred in granting summary judgment to Graydon
Likewise, as has been illustrated, the Trial Court erred in refusing to grant summary
judgment to Ward and dismissing his Complaint with prejudice

CONCLUSION
In this case, Respondent Graydon exercised considerable control over the
disposition of property that she had obtained an ownership interest in through her
marriage to, and subsequent divorce from, Peter Coats In the exercise of this legal
authority, Graydon took on not only the benefits of this ownership (including the right to
damages for a breach of fiduciary duty), but also the obligations associated with joint
ownership of property As the specific circumstances of this case show, Graydon had
an ownership interest in the property, and used that interest in furtherance of her
personal interests In so doing, Graydon acquired the duties associated with the
ownership of such property, duties which she has enforced against Peter Coats Her
claim that despite her ability to benefit from such ownership, she was under no
obligation to Ward, is simply disingenuous, and to allow her sustain such a proposition
is to award her windfall
For the foregoing reasons, Petitioner Ward respectfully requests that Trial Court's
granting of summary judgment to Graydon be reversed and remanded, and that the
Trial Court's denial of Ward's motion for summary judgment also be reversed and
remanded, and an instruction be given to enter an order granting summary judgment in
favor of Petitioner Ward
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RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 2nd day of June 2010
Stevenson and Smith, P C

Bra^C Smifff
/^
Attorney for Petitiorj^r /
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that mailed, postage prepaid, two true and correct copies
of the foregoing document to.
Bryce D. Panzer
BLACKBURN & STOLL, L.C.
257 East 200 South, Suite 800
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-2142
Attorney for Respondent
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Addendum A
Affidavit of Plaintiff Michael Ward

• Brad C. Smith. No. 5555
STEVENSON & SMITH.,
3985 Washington Blvd.

Ogden, Utah 8^403
Tel.' (801) 399-9910
Fax: (801) 39&-9D54
•IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DiSTRiC i COURT OF S A L T LAKE COUN"
STATE O F UTAH
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL WARD

MICHAEL WARD,
Piamtiff,

CIVIL NO. 0809033 7 9

vs.
CAROLINE COA1"S GPvAYDON, and
PETER COATS,

i J U D G n : Dentse P. Lindberq

Defendants.
STATE OF UTAH

)

County of Weber

)

I, Iviicnael Ward, being fully sworn ciepose and state:
1.

My name is Michael Ward, i am tne Plaintiff in tne aoove titled case, I am over

tne age of 18 and I'have personal knowledge of the faots and if called upon would
testify as follows:
2.

•••.

By virtue of a long series of property transactions, in late 20D5, Piamtiff and

Defendant Peter Coats "became joint owners DT two oarcels of property in Soutn Jordan,
.Utah, hereinafter referred to as the North and South Parcels, respectively. Piamtiff
owned an undivided 9,82% interest, and Peter Coats owned an undivided 90.18% .

interest.
3.

Defendant Peter Coats and Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon were previously

consideration of S150.000.00 anc otne^ consideration.
10.

Defendant Oaroiine Coais Grayaon nas asserted a claim, in other iitiaation : that

Michaei -Ward inierfered with he^ ability to sell tne property.
11.

Defendam Oaroiine Coais Grayaon has claimed that sne had buyers ready,

wiiiing and aose to Durcnase both) parcels of propeny in tne fall of 2005 for an amoum in
excess of $5,000,000.00.
12.

Defendant Oaroiine Coais Graydon never sotd the property and : foiiowing

December 2005 ; took no further action to attempt to sei1 tne propeny.
13.

Isabel Coais commenced s second foreclosure proceeding against tne two

parcels in the spring of 2006,
14.

By the fall of 2006, Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon filed another motion for

temporary restraining orders. The matter was contested in an evidentiary hearing on
converting Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon : s motion for temporary restraining order
into a preliminary injunction was held before tne Honorable Tyrone Medley on 5
December 2006. At tne conclusion of said hearing, Judge Medley concluded that
Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon had not presented a case adequate for tne issuance
of a preliminary injunction, and therefore dissolved the temporary restraining order.
15.

Following the dissolution of tne temporary restraining oraer! Isabel Coats

proceeded..with tne foreclosure sale.
16.

Tne foreclosure sale was set for 14 February, 2007.

17.

In the month prior to tne trustee's sale, Defendant Peter Coats worked diligently

to procure a purchaser for the propeny.

Coats Graydon as she goaded Peier coats i n t o oidding on tne property beyond n»s
presem abiiiiy to perform, wnton had tne effect of causing David Ward, who Did on
behalf of a group of investors to pay a higher prioe for property than ne would have
absent ne; actions.
27.

had Defendants accepted either o f tne offers made prior to tne sale. Plaintiff

would have been entitled to 9.82% of £5.2 million or £510.640.00. instead. Plaintiff
received only S195,397.28, representing 9.82% of tne excess proceeds.
28.

Plaintiff was one of the successful purchasers at the trustee's sale and was

allowed a credit of 9.82% of the excess proceeds against his snare of tne purchase
price.
29.

The amount attriouted to Plaintiff.. $195,397.28, represents 9.82% of tne

Trustee's Sale proceeds after satisfaction of t h e two Trust Deeos encumoenng tne
property.
30.

in oroer to faoiiitate tne sale. Plaintiff agreed tna; ms 9.82%. would oe treated

junior to tne two Trust Deeds,, in order to attempt to maximize the saies proceeds.
As the direct and proximate result of tne Defendants 1 acts and/or omissions

r y

>\

Plaintiff has been damaged in the amount of not iess than S315.242.72.
22.

Tne contents of this Affidavit are true and accurate based upon my own oersonai

knowledge.
LLtex
Iviicnaei Vvaro
Affiant
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me tnis J l i day of reDruary 2009-

NOt/tRY PUBLIC
W %&m'''U;
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Exhibit B
Affidavit of David Ward

Brad C. Smith, No. 6656
STEVENSON £, SMITH,
3985 Washington Blvd.
Ogden, Utah &44G3
Tel.: (801)399-9910
Fax: (801) 39&-9~54
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
MICHAEL WARD,

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID WARD

Plaintiff,
vs.

CIVIL NO. 0809C3379

CAROLINE COATS GRAYDON, and
PETER COATS,

JUDGE. Den.'se P. Lindberg

Defendants.
STATE Or UTAH

)
!SS.

County of Weber

)

l, David Ward, oemg fully sworn depose and state:
1.

My name is David Ward. I am the father of Michael Ward in the above titled

oase, I am over the age of 18 and I nave personal knowledge of tne facts and if called
upon would testify as follows:
2.

By virtue of a long series of property transactions., in late 2005: Plaintiff and

Defendant Peter Coats became joint owners of two parcels of property in South Jordan,
Utah, hereinafter referred to as the North and Soutn Parcels, respectively. Plaintiff
owned an undivided 9.82% interest, and Peter Coats owned an undivided 90.18%
interest.
3.

Defendant Peter Coats and Defendant Caroline Coats Gravoon were previously

married, havmo been divorced in a oifurcated Droceedmg. Said divorce action was

finalized on 10 November 200S.
4.

Defendant Peter Coats and Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon were joint

tenants of their mantai property: nowever Defendam Caroline Coats Graydon had no
ownersnio and was not on title. Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon assened a claim TO
ootn tne Nortn and South Parcels by virtue of her marriage, in asserting her claims,
Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon caused various Lis Pendens and other documents
to be filed with the Office of the Salt Lake County Recorder to reflect her claim of
interest in both tne North and Soutn Parcels.
5.

Botn tne North and Soutn Parcels were suoject to Trust Deeds in favor of Peter

Coats' mother, Isabel Coats. Isabel Coats is also the grandmother of Plaintiff Michael
Ward, who is the nephew of Peter Coats.
6.

As pan of the divorce proceeding, Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon was

granted a power of attorney to deal with the marital property, including its sale and
•disposition.
7.

Isabel Coats proceeded to foreclose on her Trust Deeds over the two parcels in

the fall of 2005.
8.

Tne Amended Stipulation required Isabel Coats' cooperation in the sale of the

property; the parties agreed to a cancellation of the Notice of Default and recognized
IsaDei Coats ownership of an undivided 9.82% interest in botn the north and south
parcels.
9.

Suosequent to the entry of tne Stipulation, Isabel Coats transferred her

ownership interest in tne North and South Parcels to Plaintiff Michael Ward in
consideration of SI50.000.00 and other consideration.

10.

Defendant Caroime Coats Graydon has 2ssened s claim, in otner irrigation, that

Michael Ward interfered witn her aoiiity to sell tne property.
11.

Defendant Caroime Coats Grayaon nas claimed that she had buyers ready,

willing and able to purchase both parcels o^ property in the fall of 2005 for an, amount in
excess of S5,000.000.00.
12.

Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon never sold the property and,, following

December 2005, took no further action to attempt to sell the property.
13.

Isabel Coats commenced a second foreclosure proceeding against tne two

parcels in tne spring of 2005.
14.

3y the fall of 2006, Defendant Caroime Coats Graydon filed another motion for

temporary restraining orders. Tne matter was contested in an evidentiary heanno on
converting Defendant Caroline Coats Graydorvs motion for temporary restraining order
into a preliminary injunction was held oefore the Honorable Tyrone Medley on 5
December 2005. At tne conclusion of said hearing ; Judge Medley concluded that
Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon had not presented a case adequate for tne issuance
of a preliminary injunction, and therefore dissolved the temporary restraining order.
15.

Following the dissolution of the temporary restraining order, Isabel Coats

proceeded with tne foreclosure sale.
16.

The foreclosure sale was set for 14 February, 2007.

17.

In the month prior to the trustee's sale, Defendant Peter Coats worked ciiiigently .

to procure a purchaser for the property.
18.

in the weeks and-days proceeding the foreclosure sale, Defendant Peter Coats

was tne procuring cause of various offers of purchase. At least one of the offers of

purchase was to purchase tne only North Parcel for 35,200.000.00,

D

laintiff Michael

Ward and Defendant Peter Coats accepted that offer.
19.

Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon did not accent this offer.

20.

in tne weeks and days preceding the Trustee's Sale, both Defendants mace

proposals or demands for conditions for closing. Plaintiff told both Defendants that he
would accept either set of offers. Defendants never agreed on a set of closing
instructions and did not accept any offer.
21.

None of the offers to purchase were ever accepted since Defendant Caroline

Coats Graydon would not accept any offer.
22.

Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon was, at all relevant herein, a licensed rea!

estate agent and ban officer. Because of this experience., Defendant Caroline Coats
Graydon knew that if she postponed reaching an agreement on the terms of tne sale
and/or postponed tne closing, sne could effectively stop the closing from occurring.
23.

Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon postponed reaching an agreemen: on tne

terms of the sale and/or postponed the closing on Lot 5 of Shadow Ridge., and stopped
the closing from occurring.
24.

Plaintiff Michael Ward indicated to botn Defendants that he would accept any

reasonable proposals for closing instruction which either of them might propose.
25.

Accordingly, the property was sold at Trustee's Sale on 15 March 2007, for the

amount of $3,600,000.00. After tne satisfaction of the costs of sale, attorneys' fees,
interest and principal, there was left, as excess proceeds of $1,989,789.03.
25.

During the 15 March 2007 sale, I was present and heard Defencant Caroline

Coats Graydon as she goaded Peter coats into bidding on tne property beyond his.

present ability to perform, which had tne effect of causing myself, who DID on behalf of
group of investors, to pay a higher price for proDeny tnan he wouid have absent ner
actions,
27.

Had Defendants accented either of the offers made prior to tne saie. Piaintrff

wouid have been entitled 10 9.82% of S5.2 million or S510.640.00

instead. D iaintiff

received only SI 95.397.28, reoresenting 9.82% of the excess proceeds.
28.

Plaintiff was one of the successful purchasers at tne trustee's saie and was

allowed a credit of 9.82% of tne excess proceeds against his share of tne purchase
price.
29.

The amount attributed to Plaintiff, 5195,397.28, represents 9.82% of tne

Trustee's Saie proceeds after satisfaction of the two Trust Deeds encumbering the
property.
30.

in order to facilitate the saie, Plaintiff agreed that his 9.82% wouid be treated a:

junior to the two Trust Deeds, in orde^ to attempt to maximize tne.saies proceeds.
31.

fKs the direct and proximate result of the Defendants acts and/or omissions,

Plaintiff has been damaaed in tne amount of not less than S315.242.72. .
• 32.

The contents of this Affidavit are true ano accurate oased upon mv own persona!

knowledge.
^awMA/art!^
Affiant
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN 10 before me this _£-_ day of February. 2009

5^
JULES WILLUMS
mmmpumx- • sum awm
UK

M M WWSHNf&TON WtXXt
OOOEK, UTM4C2

SOME. EXP 0fr"2&-2C11

NOTARY P U B L I

Mailing Certificate
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on tne

day of February.. 2009. I mailed a irue

and correct copy of the foregoing clooumen: via U.S. Mais, oosiage ore-caic to tne
following individuals;:

Bryce D. Panzer
BLACKBURN & S T O L L

L.C.

257 East 200 South. Suite 800
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-2142
Attorney for Caroline Coats Grayaon
Peter M. Coats
7981 South 2760 West
West Jordan, UT 84088-4652
Defendant Pro Se

Addendum B
Affidavit of Plaintiff David Ward

Braa C Smith No 6656
STEVENSON & SMITH P
3986 Wasningtor Blvd
Ogden Utah 8MC3
Tei (801)399-9910
Fax (801)399-9954
IK THE THIRD JUDICAL D!S~RIC~ DOUR" Dz SA.~ LAKE COUN^
ST^TE OF UTAU
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID WARD

MICHAEL WARD
Plaintiff

IVL NO 0809C3G79

vs

f
u

CAROLINE COATS GRAYDON ano
PETER COATS

JUDGE Denise P Lindberq

Defendants
STATE OF UTAr,
County of Weber

)

ss

[ David Ware oeinc
1

TUII\

My name is David Ware

sworn aepose anc state
t am tne father of Michae1 Ward ir tne aoove titled

case I am ove" tne age ox 18 ano I nave persona! knowledge of tne facts ano if caiieo
upon would testify as follows
2

By virtue of a long series o ; property Transactions in late 2005 piaintm ano

Defendant Peter Coats became join" owners of two parcels o~ property in Soutn Joraan
Utah hereinafter referred to as tne Nortn and Soutn Darce!s resDectiveiv

D

!aintiff

owned an undivided 9 82% interest and Deier Coats owneo an undivided 90 18%
mteres;
3

Defencant D ete" Coats ano DeTendani Garonne Coais Graydon were previously

married naving oeen divorceo in a bifurcated proceeaina Said aivorce action was

finaiizeo on 10 NovemDer 200&
Defendant Pete r Coats and Defenaant Caroline Coats Gravaon were joint

^

tenants o^ their mania! property noweve r Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon nao nc
ownership and was not on title

Defendant Caroline Coats Gravaon asserteo a ciairr TO

ootn tne North and Soutr Parcels by virtue of ne" marriage

In asserting ne r claims

Defendant Caroline Coats Grayaon caused various Lis Penoens and other aocumenis
to be filed witn tne Office of tne Salt LaKe County Reooraer to reflect her claim of
interest in both tne North and South Parcels
5

Botn tne North and South Parcels were suoject to Trust Deeds in favor of Peter

Coats' mother, Isabel Coats

Isanel Coats is also the granamotner of Plaintiff k/iionael

Ware, wno is the nephew of Peter Coats
6

As pan of the divorce proceeding Defenaant Caroline Coats Graydon was

granted a power ox attorney to aea! with tne marital property, including its sale ano
disposition
7.

Isaoel Coats prooeedeo to foreclose on her Trust Deeas over tne two parcels in

the fall of 2005
8.

Tne Amended Stipulation reauired Isabel Coats cooperation in the sale of tne

property, tne parties agreed to a cancellation of tne Notice of Default and recognized
isabel Coats ownersnip of ar, undivideo 9.82% interest in ootn tne north and soutn
parcels
B.

Suosequent to the entry o^ the Stipulation isapel Coats transferred he"

ownersnip interest in the North and Soutn Parcels to Plaintiff Michael Ware in
consideration of SI50,000.00 and other consideration

10

Defenaant Caroline Coats Gravaon nas asseneo a claim in other iitiganor tnat

Micnael Ware interfereo witn ne anility tc sell tne pro Deny
11

Defenaant Caroline Coats Gravaon has daimec tnaT sne nac Puyers reaa^

willing anc aoie to purchase ootn parcels o^ oropert\ ir tne rah o~ 2005 fo r an amouni in
excess of S5 000 000 00
12

Defendant Caroiine Coats Gravaon nevei soid tne property and following

Decembe r 2005 too^ nc furthe" action to attempt to sell tne property
13

isaoel Coats commenceo a second toreclosure proceeaing agains4" tne twe

parcels in tne spring of 2006
14

B} tne fall o r 2006 Defencan* Caroline Coats Grayaon fiieo another motion for

temporary restraining orders

Tne matter was contested in an evidentiary hearing on

convening Defenaant Caroiine Coats Gravdon s motion fo r temporary restraining oraer
into a preliminary injunction was nela oefore the Honoraole Tyrone Medlev on 5
Decemoe" 2005

At the conclusion cr saio hearing Judge Medley ooncluaec tnat

Defendant Caroiine Coats Graydon hao not presented a case adequate fortne issuance
of a preliminary injunction, and therefore dissolved the temporary restraining oraer
15

Following the dissolution of tne temporary restraining order Isapel Coats

proceeded witn tne foreclosure sale
16

The foreclosure sale was sex fcr 14 February 2 0 0 "

17

in tne month pno r to tne trustee s sale Defendant Pete r Coats workea diligently

to procure a purchaser for the property
18

In tne weeks anc days proceeaing the foreclosure sale Defendant Pete Coats

was tne procuring cause of various offe r s or purchase

At least one o* the ofrers o~

purchase was to purcnase the only North Parcel Tor S5 200 000 00 ^amtif Micnae
Ward and Defendant D eter Coats accepteo tnat offer
19

Derendant Caroline Coats Graydon did no+ accept tms ofre-

20

In tne weeks ano davs preceaing tne Trustee s Sale ootr Cerendants rr,aae

proposals o" demands fo- conaitions fo r closing

D

iamtrfr told ooth Derendants tha* ne

would accept eitner set o~ ofrers Defendants never agreeo on a set o^ closing
instructions and did not accept any offer
21

None o^the ofrers to purchase were eve r accepted since Detendam Caroline

Coats Grayaon would not accept any ofrer
22

Detenaant Caroline Coats Graydon was at all relevant herein a licensee real

estate agent and loan office?

Because of this experience Derenaant Caroline Coats

Graydon knew tha~ if sne postponed reaching an agreement on tne terms o* tne sale
and/or postponed tne closing sne coulo effectively stop tne closing Trom occurring
23

Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon postponed reacning an agreemem or tne

terms o* the sale and/or postponed the closing on Lot 5 of Snadow Riage and stopped
tne closing from occurring
24

Plaintiff Michael Ward indicated to both Defendants tna4, he woulo accept anv

reasonable proposals foi closing instructor wnich eitner of them migni propose
25

Accordingly the property was sold at Trustee s Sale on ^5 Marcn 200"" Tor the

amount of S3 600 000 00 After the satistaction o~ tne costs o* sale attorneys Tees
interest and principal there was left as excess proceeds of S1 989 789 CO
25

During the ^5 March 2007 sale I was presenx ano heard DeTenaani Caroline

Coats Grayoon as she goadea Pete" coats into bidding or tne properry peyonc nis

present aoiiitv to perform wnicn nao tne effect of causing mvsef wno Did on Den ah' of a
group of investors to pay a nigner price for prooeny tnan ne wouia nave aosent ner
actions
2~

Had Defendants accepted eitne" ox tne ofrers mace ono" to tne sale

D

;aintir

would have beer entitled to 9 82°/c ox S5 2 miiiior o' S510 640 00 tnsteaa ^aintrff
reoeiveo only S195 397 2E representing 9 S2°/o of tne excess proceeds
28

Plaintiff was one of the successful purchasers at tne trustee s sale and was

allowec a credit of 9 £2% of tne excess proceeds agains" nis snare o~ tne purchase
price
29

The amount attributeo to Plaintiff £195,397.28 represents 9 82% of tne

Trustee s Sale proceeds after satisfaction of the two Trust Deeds encumoermg the
property
30

in order to facilitate tne sate

D

iaintif agreed tna: nis 9 S2°/c wouici oe reatec as

junior to tne two Trust Deeds in order to attemp+ tc maximize tne sales proceeas
31

% the direct ano proximate resuh o'tne Defendants acts and/0" omissions

Plaintiff has peen aamagec in tne amoun: of not less tnan S315.242 72
32

Tne contents of tnis Affidavit are true anc accurate oased upon mv own persona'

knowledge

r-

y

/

Davte-Wand^ •
Afnarr
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN io Derare me tnis ±Z_ aav ox -eoruary 200;

j^W^x
JULIE* WILLIAMS
mmmrnmtK- • sure ofuw
M M WKtHINGTON K.VV
OGOEK UT«4405

COMK.£XP0&-2e-2C11

NOTARY P J 3 J

Mailing Certificate
1 HEREBY C E P T F Y tna* on tne

cay ox -eoruary 200& I manec a irue

anc correr copy o~ tne Toregoing oocumen^ v\a J 5 Mai postage pre-paic 10 the
following individual's)

Brvce D Panze r
BLACKBURN & STOL_ L C

25~ Eas* 200 South Suite 800
Salt LakeCit\ UT 8 ^ 1 1 - 2 1 4 2
Attorney to" Caroline Coats Cravaor
D

eter M Coats
7981 Soutn 2760 West
West Jordan UT 84088-4652
Detenaan4 Pro Se

Addendum C
Order Granting Power of Attorney to
Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon
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Q COPY
ALVIN IL LUNDGREN (#5605,
ALVIN II LUNDGREK. - C
5105 W OLD BWV STE 200
MT GREEK UT 84050
lELf801) £76-4421

r l l s l BISTRIS! COURT
Tnird Judicial District

r N i rR=D If? RE utSTfttKOF JUDGMENTS" v / *
.DATE
pT/p-?-/^^

Bw
beoun Oen

IK THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAlZE COUATl. UTAH
L. ARQLINE

HAYES COATS

Petitioner

ORDER
Civil Nc. 0I49C2286

V.

Ju oge Leslie A Lewis

PETER COATS

Commissioner Bradford

Respondent
A hearing was held on JUJ} T 2005 Deform tne Honorable Pram: G Noel sitting iV
Commissioner Bradford Petitioner was presem witn her attorney, Aivm K Lunagrem
Respondent wras present witn bis attorney Steven Horner Tne court considered tne facts,
pleadings, affidavits and arguments suDimtted b} Petitioner Reroonaent suDmmec nc afnaavr
but presented argument.
After consideration of the foregoing the coun enters the following oraer
Petitioner is granted power of attorney to sign for Peter Ivi Goats regarding tae sale of
Lots 4 and 5, Shadow Riage Estates, Pnase -. Sal; Lane Count}, Uian and fortnenroDern iuiowr
as the South Joraan Property, more fuln described as
BEG S 88A50r W 4.58^ FT Si S 651.76 FT FR NE COR LOT 66, CLOVER RIDGE
SUE. S 34A43<34,! V 132.323 FT. S 15'2V0?" W 188 S3 FT S 3A39f36" W i63.IT *-T S
20 / 2' 7 > 0r E69 79FT > S76 A 08T2' E 155.36FT S64 A 28'3F E 200.^ F T S 22^33r2P'
E91.6B F T S l O ^ o ' l ^ E 403.3 FT E ~32 17" FT TO W LINE OF JORDAN RIVEp^ K
29A54,01" E 336.184 FT, N 7A22Znv W 270.65° FT, N 51/s28fl^" W 165.537 FT, K
39A50r14" W P A 3 2 2 F T K 2^25*10" W 17C.263 FT W 348.189 FT WTLYALGo2C
FT RADFJS CURVE TO R A62 FT S 8^3S'20,( W 60 FT V 321.52 FT, K ^3A0I'3Cf
V 223 131 FT TO BEG 22 5- AG o^f-lcGo o^TZSO^
Pa^C 1 0s 1

Order (hrq 7/7/05) &J

014902286

JD174127B"
CQATS,PETEP

ana
BSG NE COR LOT 66. CLOVER PJDGE SUB: S 40A4T B 66.6 FT; S 2 9 ^ 3 4 8 " 1
82.82 FT: S 8A54'12,! E 177.83 FT; S 13A42r31" W 189.14 FT: S 20A52'51T' W 159.93
FT: S 3^A43'34ri W 24.457 FT:S 43A0]'38,r E 233.131 FT: B 322.52 FT: N 87A3C'2Cri B
60 ^T: ETT^ A L G 620 FT RADFJS .CURVT TO L 4.62 FT; B 348.189 FT TO WLINE
OF JORDAN RTv^R: N 27A25T0M W 38.061 FT; N 5A 38'20rs Wl 17.441 FT; N
21 A 43W B 293.569 FT; N 42A30'10" B 185.301 FT; N 58/NO5T10" B 74.469 FT; N
Fl^IS^^ 11 E 140.562 FT; N 13A56'07" E 134.448 FT; S 88*50' W 1258.843 FT TO BEG.
1S.21AC. 6457-1S26 6459-2797 6988-2035 7036-2262
Judgment is granted for Petitioner and against Respondent for unpaid child strppon of
SI7,653.00 representing unpaid child support through July, 2005 and unpaid alimony of
£5196.00.
Respondent's contempt is certified for the following:
1.

On June S, 2001 the Pvespondent executed a mortgage in the amount of 2245,500 against
the marital residence, which had previously been debt free in direct contravention of this
court's order dated May 17. 2001.

2.

Order October 3, 2002: Contempt on failure to deposit child support was certified.
Respondent has 48 hours to resolve; Attorney fees reserved. Respondent did not pay the
arrearage as ordered. Respondent did not pay attorney fees as ordered.

3.

Order January 6. 2003: Respondent's contempt certified; Failed to make direci sunnon
deposits; Disposed of marital assets; Assaulted Petitioner in presence of children,
violating protective order; Petitioner awarded S750 in attorney fees for hearing. Attorney
fees have not been paid..

4.

Respondent sold marital property on Lover's Lane for 2200,000 in violation of this
Court's orders.

Paee 2 of 1

5.

The Respondent accepted an offer on Lot ~ m the summer of 2004 Pentionsr agreed a:
tha: time ic snare the -proceeds with hum however, since sne did not agree to allowing
him to keep all but a small amount of the -proceeds, he deliberately caused tne sale 10 fail

6.

On Peomar} 2, 2005 and again ADIL 12, 2005 the panics agreed ana this Lour ordered
the paraes to participate in mediation and for tne Respondent to cooperate m the sale of
Lot 5. Respondent appeared about two weeks ago to sign some of the ciosmg
documents, but refused to sign the deed. There is no evidence that Lot 5 has closed.

7.

Respondent sold Lot t to his nrother. arranged for a closing and signed the documents,
but then instructed his brother to not bring in the funds to close. This Lot has not closed.

8.

Respondent was first served discovery m 2001. He was again served discovery m
January 2005. He, his former attorney and present attorney have Deer requested tc
cooperate with discovery. Respondent last agreed in open court to cooperate with
discovery. This agreement was included m the iYiay 17. 200: order, but neither
Respondent nor his attorney have provided any responses.

9.

Respondent's attorney Steven Homer has possession of subpoenaed documents and has
not made those available tc Peunoner's counsel, notwithstanding the May 17. 2005 order

10.

Respondent is in arrears of child support of 217,653 and alimony of S5196.00 and nas
paid nothing for approximately 14 months
These items are certified for contempt.
Petitioner is granted her attorney fees for this Order to Show Cause Petitioner's counsel

snail suomit an affidavit of fees and copy to Respondent's counsel, wno snail have ten nays tc
resnono

Page 3 of 1

n

\A-°)0^^o'b

Recommended:
j_>aXwk-..

Juase rramnG Noel
U IS SO ORDERED.
Dated:

1/

//

A

v

,....^,f4?
Approved as to rorm: \-*.. '•, ^$T$**'"
t

/jhK/^s

:she A. Lewis

.'\' v.-

Dated:

of

' «*/

r^

Attorney for Petitions
Dated:
Steven Homer
Attorney for Respondent
CERTIFICATION
I, certify that I am over age IS, not a party to the foregoing, and that a true and correct
copy of tne Order was sent facsimile and postage prepaid 10 the beiow listed persons on July 7,
2005
Steve Homer
'9225 S Redwood Road
West Jordan, UT, 84O8&-65I0

Alvin R. Lim&sxer

Addendum D
Deposition of Caroline Coats Graydon

IK AND FOP. SALT LAI
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CAROLINE HATES GRAYDOK

i

oerenaan"

Seprenrbez: 11, 2008
9:30

a..EL.

..oration: LAw OFFICES OF BLACKBURN a- STOI
257 las- 200 South, Suite BOO

Reporter: Mel in as 0. Andersen
Certified Shortnand Reporter
No tar"" Public in and for one Staoe of Utan
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I remember r
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No.

Q.
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presentee
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LetT s now focus again on January 1,
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2007 was unere ever an offer unao you in your
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Q.
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:apaotty accepted otherwise than in wrtttnq?
': G '

:o^

A.

Verbaliv.

Evervone knew that I didn't need -

nao -MK .

?AN2EK:

J U S ; answer

Did vou ever a c c e p t
January 1,
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offer
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c o o ysu a o o e p s
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or. ones

veroe_lv~

A.

u £ " i c riscrsn .
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How c i c you iTt3.r.dfeso

ohao aooeiooanoe v e r b =.12 y - c '

Mr . Racier.
wiun Mr . R a q e n ,

oiar

_ s- J j / . r ;

w j . ^iJ

wilr

company.
0.

I/fear t i u l e

company d i e you s p e a k

A.

Urrioeci and I s p o k e w i u n

Q.

Do you know C o r e y ' s

A.

Kc .

Q.

Do vou recall when you spoke wiun Ccrev'

A.

Yes, a couple days before una ununc was

laso

to?

Core}-.
name?

)D03eC

no was son ear. _eo .
don' i

know o n e e r a c u o s u e ,
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scheduled
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Addendum E
Amended Stipulation

BFYCE I r-wNIEF ^DGOQ)
BL <ORTB TJ\ cL 3TOLL ^C
Mioint"\ ior Deisndant Caroline Co a:: Gravaor
2I~ Ea~ 200 SoutL Suue SOU
"alt „al e Cr Ular 8-1 ] 1
Ceieonont
1KO1 "I 1 lcn)0
Ra^
CXO '2 -"^rV
r-mai
nnanzcMn'Dia^i num-->i.ol tin

IN THE THIRD n IDICKL DlSTFJC" C. jiJPT Or 2 \LT LALE O )TJNT~^
S ^LT L AJ JE DEP^PTMENC STATE u~ UT AH
ISABEL C JAmS mdivmualh and ac
Trustee of tht ISABEL COATS TRUST
Plaintiff

AMENDED STIPULATION

v
PETER COATS CAROLINE CO^TS
FARP WEST E A ^ k RC WILLEL
BONNEVILLE BILLING L
COLLECTION COLLECTION CENTER
C / Y L \ P J N I POPCTEOLIO CACG OF
COLORADO and REEVES RIVERSIDE
RANCH, LiX

Ovi, No 050910%;

J aase , vrone Medie\

Deienaants

Plaintiff isaoeI Coats maivsaualh and as trustee ot tne .sabel Coats Trust C'lsaoe'") anc
Defendant Caroline Coat^ Gravaon '' Garonne" maividualh and as attorne\-ir-fac+ for Pete- M
Coats aie enteimg into tnis amended StiDulauon fo- tne purpose- 0" correcting mmov enoT. ir
the legal aes-nmion: of tne suniect Lea1 Proper^ contained in the Supination previous^ S'enea
n tne Dame" DY11 Amended Stmu atm

Untrw^e contain-tne "amt term anc conuuion ,.'

tut SiiDuianoi orevioush e\e_mie^ ana i nems ememc mic tc memorialize tne stromal] or
neiweer tnese names in a VvLc mu^cd or the record m oner ^oir" or Ociooe^ 5 200:
7P^ names agree a roliow^
Caroline K emeimg mt< +m SuoLaiinn individual
r

eie*- iVI

oaic

c

uric v m me mien ic Dmc

Peie~ ) to the eT tenT Caionne na° oeer autnonzeo K am as Peiei : attorney -m-

luiu unae1- ma' certain /rder aaiec ^ueus

n

200" and entered in Coai° x Coais Ovil No

0i J %228o (Tnird District Court Salt x_mke kount\

Jtali) (assignee ic District juage Leslie ~i

^ewisi on SeptemDe-" o 200:
2

Tne real propers that is tne suoiem of tms Sunuianon is located m Soutn Joioan

Salt Lake County Utati and is described as iollow:
A.

The u Soutn Parcel7

BBGIKKflNG at a point Soutn 88°50'0C' Vves^ ^ 5 H xeeT anG South of1 7o0 fee from tne
Noilneasi corner ot Lo^ oo of Ciovei Podge Suooivision accoramg tc tne official pia*
tnereof on file m tne office of tne Salt j^ake Counn Pmcome: saic DO in" aisc being
apuroximaten Nortn N ° 2 fee: and Bas~ 2 2 2 " reeT anc Norm 8cc5C Basi 1- ~~ xee:
trom the Soutnwest corner of Section 23 Townsnro 2 Soutn Range 1 Vvest Salt Lane
Base and Meridian, and running thence along saio suommsion ana along BecKsieao Ditcn
and following " courses tnence South 3^43 2d' V\ est 138 223 feet tnence Soutn
1^21-02' Vvest 188 830 feet tnence South C V * 0 ^ ' Vves+ N3 570 tee: tnence Soutn
20°2'7'08' Bast o^ ""^O fee: tnence South 7c°0852* Bast 155 360 fee: thence South
o4°28'3L Bast 200 000 fee: tnence Soutn 23 u 33'28' Bast Ql 680 fee: tnence leaving saic
suDaivision DUT continuing along tne BecLsieaa aitcn South 1 Cc5c'l °' Bas+ 402 30 tee:
tnence leaving tne BecLsieaa aitcn Bast T 2 '~*n leet tc the West nne of tne Jordan Pover
thence along the V\ est line o'tne Jordan Pove- tne following 5 courses tnence Nortn
2 9 i V 0 1 * Bast 23o 1 M fee: thence Nortn 0"c22 2~" Vves^ 270 o5° fee+ tnence Nortn
NLIS']^ Vvesiio5 53N xee+ tnence North 39°c>0 U ' V^est ^ 322 tee: tnence Nortn
27°2"10 ! Vvest ' 70 2c3 tee: tnence leaving me V\ es, nne o r the Joiaan Fovei \A es^
^48 18° iee+ io u pom r on c t20 00U foot ramus cuive tc the ngm fBeanne tc cente r
Norti \nK 242* Basi Delta - 0C25 3"7 tnence along tne aic o f suid cmve ^ o2( iee
meimc Soutn S'7 38 20' VVes1 oO 00 tee: thence V\ est 222 520 fee tnenct Nortr
~"°01 30' V\esi22° 2 leem tne noma o^treeinnirm

Ta^ serial no 2^-22-37o-G20
5

The "North Parce"

BEGrNT^rMG at the Norti^as- Corner OT LOI nr E_( ^YEl FUDGE SUBD r YISJO
according, to the officia ma tneieof 01 file in tne oin^e o tm Sar ^a.vt 2ounr\
Recorder said DomT also oema aupro> imate ^ Nora " 2
jee anu East 2J 3b " ^ e 1 ano
Nonh &FY0 Eas~ - ' " tee uom tne Soutbves oorne- c Sectior 2 7 iwnsnir ~ j>outi
Range J Vv es. Salt La^e Base and Meridian and running tnence alone saia suDd^vsiorj
and along Beci.siead Dncn and the lohowmg o course" thence Soutr 4Cca '00' Ea^T
oo oOl icet tnence Soutr 2QO0n T8' Eas^ 82 82( feet tnence Souti^ 0PC^4 12' EasT
w~b30feet tnence South 1 ^ 2 ' ^ * VvesM^'0 j40ieei thence South 20c '2 N U es^
15° °20 feet thence Soutn ^ ' i ^ ' ^ a 1 V\ es* 2 - - t " reex tnence leaving saia suoaiviaior
anc BecLsteao aitcn South ^2°01 3?' East 211 1" l lee~ tnence EasT 122 22( teet tnence
Nonr bT°3820' East bl 000 feet u ^ noim on a c20 000 iooT ramus cu-ve to tne I en
(Bearing to center is Nortn ?T 38 20' Ease Delia = 00°22 3~™ tnence aiong tne a^ of
said curve 4 62 feet tnence East '>48 1 8C feel to tne West ime of tne loraan Rive- inence
along tne West line of the Joraan Rive^ tne following ~ courses tnence Nortn 2"°2^ J 0f
West 38 Obi feet thence North 05°3820' ^ est I T ^ l feet thence North 2l c ^3'0o' Eas j
2Q3 5oQ feet thence Nonn C 3 0 10" East 182 3( 1 fee: thence North fSYT'lC EasT
7a4o^ feet thence North 3 1 0 13-T' East 140 562 feet thence Nortn I S ^ ' f T ' Eas
H4 M8 feet thence leaving the Wes line ot the loraan Rive1" Soutn 88 c 50'00' \Ve:T
1258 8^3 ieet to tne point ot oeginnmg
Tax serial no 2~-23-3 76-01°
Tne North ana Soutn Parcels are collectiveh referred to as the "'Real PronerT)
3

Isaoel agrees to cause to oe executed anG recorded cancellations of tne following

aescriDCG notices of default
A.
Bool c)l

Q

Notice of Default i ecorded 4.pril 1Q 20C5 as Ent^ No

at Page o^:n

c

2 52-3 7 lr

wnich pertains to that certain Trust Deed dated Septemoe r 21

1 0CK

(tne "IQ05 Trust DeedN recorded m tne SalT Lake Counts Recorde* s Office on OctoDe- 2
1 9 ° : asEnr~vho 0180751 m Boot "240 ai Page 2' 2
E
c r i u

Notice 0 Detauh recordea -YD^

and
1Q

200: ar Entn Nc ° T ' 2 ^ Q tr B001

a u aee o4o a wnich ntriair^ u tna cenair Tius Deec (tne

U)QC

Trus Deec

it^ona^

in the Sail LaKe Coumv Recorder's Office or June I. ] C ) Q 0 . as Entry No. "371 565, in Bool: 8282.
at Pane 53-U;
4.

Isabei agrees to cooperate fullv in any sale of the Real Property, or of either the

Nonh or South Parcels, nv Caroline, provided that the amounts owed to Isabel (as secured bv the
] 0 0 5 and ] 999 Trust Deeds) will oe paid in full as a consequence of such saieis). Sucn
cooperation includes signing a contract!s> of sale and any necessary closing documents.
removing easements on the Real Property that are impediments to a sale, assisting in resolving
other title issues, and participating in obtaining, any necessary court ordens) authorizing or
facilitating the sale(s). If only one of the parcels is proposed to be sold.'then the contract for sale
shall contain reasonable provisions preserving the development value of the retained parcel,
including requiring the creation Tor preservation) of easements across the sold parcel for access to
the retained parcel, and otherwise dealing with development issues.
5.

The interest rate on the principal indebtedness secured by the 1995 and 1999 Trust

Deeds will be increased to eighteen percent (1 8.0%) per annum, effective as of August 15, 2005.
If the indebtedness has not been paid on or before April 5u 2006 (six months after the date this
agreement was reached between the names), monthly payments equal to interest accrued on the
indebtedness will commence and be due and payable.
6.

Isabel will cooperate in providing information to Caroline regarding payments

made and interest accrued on the obligations, and will supply a copy of the promissory note
secured by the 1 995 Trust Deed.
7.

Caroline's motion for a temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction are

herebv withdrawn.

u.

Caroline ano Isaoel agree thai Isabel is the ownei of an undivided

m tne Real Propem, a: s tenant m common

u

C2°<» interest

Isabel acknowledge: and aeree: that sne aoes no*

own am oine1 mieresi m the Real PruDerr,. except as me tioiaer nr me anovt-reierencec Trust
Deeas
^

Caroline agrees tnai i three percent [3" u) commission will be naid to Mike Ward

iTne is tne procuring cause m securing a ouyer for the Real Propenv or either the Nortii or South
Parcels
DATED tnis

da-\ of December. 2005

Isaoel ^oaxs. individual!} and as trustee of tne
isaoe. ^ o s i s i j ust.

Caroline Coats Grayaon
Anproved 0} counsel"
BLACKBURN L STOLE, LC

Bryce D ranzer
^ /
Attorneys for Caroline Coats Graydon
STEVENSON L SMITH, P C

Brad C Smitn
^ttornevs foi Plaintiff

Addendum F
Deed Transferring Isabel Coats'
Interest to Ward
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BRAD C SMITH
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SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED

3386 IftSHIHSTON SL'JD
Q3DEN UT 84403
Br: EPfi> DEPUTY - (in 2 p.

ISABEL M. COATS, Trustee of tne Isabel M. Coats Trust, GRANTOR, hereby
CONVEYS and. WARRANTS against all claiming by, through or under ISABEL M. COATS,
an undivided 9.82% interest to MICHAEL WARD,. GRANTEE, for the sum of TEN
DOLLARS ($10.00) and other valuable considerations the following tracts of land in Salt
Lake County. State of Utah:

See Attached Exhibit "A".

WITNESS the hand of said Grantor this

of the Isabel M. Coats Trust
STATE OF CALIFORNIA)
:ss.
County of M^CBD
)
DM N C V 5 M 8 5 R . °l < 7-o&£—
Tgp
ISABEL M. COATS, being sworn, did acknowledge to me that she isth.e Trustee of
Isabel M. Coats Trust and that she executed the foregoing document as the act of said
trust.

\ ;£*d^
Commission # 1579495 F
18ff*«P® Notary PuWic - CatitoTTuo %
\5§££^
Merced County
r
^gaff*^ My Comm. Exotre:. Jun 6. 2D09f

Sa.lz

Lake,UT

Document-DocXD 9573774 Page:
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1
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!
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S
E
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Addendum G
Deposition of Carolyn Graydon
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F o r e c I o 5 u r e o ~ F' r o D e '' f v
L o c a i e cl si 11 7 4 1 5 o u i h'
L a mpt o n Vi ew D r i v e . S o u i n
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f o r m e r l y o w n e d by Peter
M . Coats.
Caroline

COURT

Deposition of:
CAROLINE

GRAYDON

Misc. N o . 070906540
Jud£ e i r ea s e
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November

14. 2007

* 1 1 : 1 2 a.m.
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2 5 7 East 200 S o u t n , Suite 8 0 0
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through Mark, what's his name 7 I can't think of his
name, give me a minute,, I'll think of his name,

A, Throughout the year,
Q, Do vou recall a: tne preliminary
injunction hearing we had discucsion aoou: ofrers
ma: were received anc penoinc aunno December o*
2005 !si:)~

0,

10

A, Through someone named Mark, We listed it
on the MLS, We - we had a problem netting Isapel
and/or Mikes signature on the listing agreement, so
we did list it with the - on the, you know, on the
notes that it was subject to third-party approval for
the other part, And we - we realty tried to market
it.

ju

0, Can vou tell me what you've done to marKet
it or to otherwise use tne authority granted to vou
DV the Court in tne power of attorney since December
of 2005 7

A, Are you talking about the hearing at
the Q,

A year ago, yes,

A, Yeah, A year ago?

110

0, in- December of 20061 think is when the
neannc was,
L Wow,

Q, Admittedly time flies,
A. Go ahead; what was the question again 7

\u

lis
116
!17

jlB
119
120

C, My question was, ao you recall during tne
hearing on the temporary restraining oroer and
preliminary injunction that was neld oerore juage
Medley in December of 2006, talking aoou: offers that
Mr. Overson obtained, 1 beiieve on your behalf, in
December anc in [ne weeks prior to tnat in December
2005"

116
|T_0

120

0,
io^ ^

u,

Tne entire 40 acres7

A, Uh-huh (affirmative),

4

Do you recall how mucn tnose offers were

I 5

6
A, I beiieve they were anywhere from £.3 to
.78 down, clear down to three for the - three million.
I 0
I mean, there was a wiae range,
110
0, 8.3 million was tne nigh7
A, Something like that,
0, That would be just a shade over £200,000
oer acre; is tnat correct7

! 6
! 7

j

118

A, Yes,
0, I understanc at some point in tne divorce
action, Juage Lewis granted you power of attorney to
oea; with all of tne marital property; is tna:
correct7
A, Yes,
0, Can you teli me what actions vou tool; in
reliance on the power o : attorney to sei; tne
oroperty or otherwise aisoose of it 7

DL

A, Yes, we marketed tne property; we - I
corresponded with several perspective buyers, got
some, probably eight or nine letters of intent

u
116

0,

] am sorry, Kim 7

A, Enoar,

A, I beiieve that most of them were for the
whole entire, both north and south parcels,
0.

Okay,

A, And aiso with the title company, Sundance
Title in particular, Kim Engar 124

Q, Okay, Do vou recall wnat property
Mr, Oversows offers tnat ne acauired covered7

A, Yes, I went to the recorder's office and
attempted to have some of these thincs removed,
Q, Okay,
A, And without Isabel, since she was the one
who had signed on tne easements, I could not remove \
them myself,
j
0.

A, Yes, the dates I don't know, but I recall
talking about the offers,

m

Through someone named Mark7*

j 8
| 9
! 10
111
ji2
113
114
lib

I18

~)L

.our., LLC

801.

rngar, OKav,

A, Yean, We had several discussions, she
spoke with their attorney, I mean, trying to figure
out how we couid get the power of attorney to ne
sometnmg that tney would accept prior to a final
divorce resolution, And we - she - tney tried
every wnich way tney couid twist and turn it, But
their underwriter, there's no way any title company
is going to approve it, And we raked witn otner
ones, and they had tne same problem,
Q, Wnen aid you nave tne discussions witn,.is
it Ms, Engar7
A, Uh-huh (affirmative),
0. Wnen oio vou aiscuss tnat witn Ms, Engar7
A, Ever since I was granted the power of
attorney, clear up until maybe the foreclosure sale,
0, Okay. Ano ao you Know particularly wnat
tneir difficulty was witn tne power of attorney7
A, Tne fact that in a divorce proceeding and I wasn't aware of this either until -- nut tnat
even thougn there's oroers tnat are maoe all along/
until there is a final outcome tnat combines
everything, that tnose orders in previous can -- can
be appealed after the final tna!, And therefore,,
they couldn't ensure tne -- a clear title for someone

|

|
j
j

I

Addendum H
Amended Trustee's Deed
Following Trustee's Sale

Wnen Recorded Return to:
Brad C Smitn
Stevenson & Smith.. P.C.
3986 Washington Boulevard
Ogden. Utan &4403

AMENDED TRUSTEE'S DEED
FOLLOWING TRUSTEE'S SALE
Whereas, on 13 April 2007., Brad C. Smith,.as Successor Trustee, recorded a
Notice of Default and Notice of Election to Sell Property Under Trust Deed as-Entry No.
95941 -14 m the Office of tne Salt Lake County Recorder (said Notice of Default
pertaining to a Trust Deed dated 21 September 1995, and was recordec in the office of
the Salt Lake County Recorder as Entry No. 6180751.. in Book 7240, a: Page 2128),
regarding the following property in Salt _ake County, Utah:
PARCEL ONE (North Parcel; Tax Serial Nc. 27-23-376-013):
.BEGINNING at the Northeast Corner of Lot 66, CLOVER RIDGE
SUBDIVISION, according to tne official plat tnereof on fne in tne
office of tne Salt Lake County Recorder, said point also oeing
approximately North 1772.1 feet ana East 2138.3 feet and North
88*50' East 14.57 feet from the Southwest corner of Section 23,
Township 3 South. Range 1 West, Salt Lake Base and Meridian,
and running thence along said subdivision and along Beckstead
Ditch and tne following 6 courses; thence South 4C c 4T00 r East
66.600 feet: thence South Z^GS^B 1 ' East 62.620 feet: thence
" South 08^54l12" East 177.830 feet: tnence South 13 e 42'31" 'West
189.140 feet: thence South 20 b 52 , 51 ,, Wes: 159.920 feet; tnence
South 34'43'34" West 24.457 feet, thence leaving said subdivision
and Beckstead ditch South 43 u 0r38" East 233.131 feet; tnence
East 322.520 fee:: thence Nortn 57"3S'20" East 60.000 feet to a
point on a 620.000 foot radius curve to the left (Bearing to center is
North B7°38'20" East, Delta = 00t25,37M): tnence along tne are of
said curve 4.620 feet; thence East 348.139 feet to the West ime of
tne Jordan River; tnence aioncj the West line of the Jordan River
the following 7 courses: North 27*25*10" West 38.051 feet; tnence
North OS^B^O" West 117.441 feet; tnence North 21 C43'D6" East
293.569 feet: thence North 42 c 30 l 10" East 185.301 feet, tnence
Nortn 58°05l10" East 74.^59 feet; tnence North 31 c 1343' ! East
140.562 feet; thence Normal 3°56'07" East 134,448 feet: tnence

Tustee's Deed Following I rustee's Sal
^aae No. 1 of 5

leaving the Vvest line o'tne JorGar Rive" Soutn B6°50'00' Wes*
1258 843 feel to tne Dom: o~ oeginnmg
PARCEL TWO (South ^arce: Tax Senal No 2 7 T - 2 3 - 3 7 D - C 2 0 ;
3E3INNIN3 a" a ooinx Soutn BB^COC WesT A 5S7 fee' anc
Soutn 65" 7 6 0 ^ee~ Trorr tne hortneas^ oo-ne" o~ _o* 6c or
3iove r Riage Suoaivision aoooraing ic tne offic.ai p.a
tnereof on fne ir tne office o'tne Sah _ake Counrv Recoroe"
said point also oeing apDroximaiel\ Nortn 1119.2 Teet anc
East 2123 7 feet and Nortn 8B°5C East 1^ 57 fee" irom tne
Soutnwesi come r cr Section 23 Townsnin 3 Soutn Range >
'
Wes: Sal" Lake Base ana Meridian and running tnence
aiong saio suoaivision ana aiong BecKsteao Ditcn anc
following 7 courses tnence Soutr 34 L 43'34' Wesi '36.320
fee: tnence South 15°2r03' West 186.630 feet tnence
South 03*3935' West 163.570 fee: tnence Soutn 2C^2T,0B'
East 69 790 tee: tnence South 76°08*52' East 155.360 Tee:
tnence Soutn 6^ 6 2B , 31 f Easi 200 900 feet tnence Soutn
33°33'28T Easi 91.680 Teet tnence ieaving saio suoaivision
but continuing along tne Becksteao ditch Soutn 10°56 1 9 '
Easi4C3.30 fee: tnence leaving tne Becksteao ditch Eas;
732 177 fee" to tne Wes1 itne OT tne Jorcan Rive- tnence
along tne West tine cr tne Joraar Rive" tne Toliowmg 5
courses tnence NOHT 29 o 5^'01' Easi 336 18^ fee: tnence
Nortn 0"'G22,27' Wes: 270.659 fee: tnence Nortn 5'"28 1 - '
West 165.5:r fee: thence North 39fa50'14' Wes: 17^.332
fee: tnence Nortn 27~u25 10" Wes: 170.263 fee: tnence
leaving tne Wes: line o'tne joraan River Wes: 346 189 Tee:
to a Domt on a 620.000 Toot raaius curve to the nan: f Bearing
to center is Nortn 87c 1243' East Delia = 00*2537"; tnence
along the arc of saio curve ^ 620 fee: tnence Soutn
87o38120, Wes: 60.00 Tee: tnence Wes; 322.520 fee:
tnence Nortn 43*0T38' West 233 13" teet tc tne pom: cr
oegmning
Wnereas said aefaui: was not cured within 90 days following saio notice no" a"
any time tnereafter ano
Wnereas Notice cr Trustee s Saie was ouDiisneo in tne Sat; _aKe ~riDune a
newsoaoe" os general circulation ir Salt ^aKe County Utar on 20 janua r \ 200"

i rustee s Deeo following Trustee s Sale
^aae Nc 2 cr 5

ZT Janua^ 2007 and 5 -eoruan 20C~~ the las; date o~ ouohcation Demo not less tnan
1C nor more tnan 30 Gavs one to tne caie o~ tne sale and
Whereas said Nonce o* Trustee s Sale gave nonce tna* a rusiee s sale woulc oe
nelc or 14 ^eoruarv 200" a^ 9 00 a IT or tne steos o^ tne Sal* ^aKe County
Sourtnouse 450 Soutn Siaie Siree; Sal* LaKe 2n> Uian anc tne DrODe^\ woutd Pe
soio to tne mgnest bioaer at tnat time anc
Wnereas a: 9 00 a.m or 14 ^eDrua^ 200~ B-ad C Smitn Trustee announcec
on the steos of tne Sal+ Lake Count\ Courtnouse 450 Soutn Main Street Sak
_ake Cn\ Utah tnat tne Trustee s sale would oe postpones unn1 15 IV.arcn 200" a^
9 00 a.m at tne same Dlace ano

DUDIICIV

Whereas a copy or said Notice o x Trustee s Sale was sent to al nersons navinc
o** claiming interests in tne property o~ recorc anc
Wnereas tne Notice o~ Trustee s Saie was Dosted or tne prooertv on 19 Januarx
2007 ana on 15 February 2007 and additional copies of tne Nonce of Trustees Saie
were posted at public places town ~ire Station No 1, Salt LaKe Count\ Uian and tne
Soutn Jordan D cst Office Salt Lake Gountv Utah ana ar tne Salt LaKe Oount\
Recorder Office on 20 February 2007; and
Wnereas 3rao C Smitn as Successor Trustee conaucteo a DUDJIC sale o\
laentifying tne property anc oupncaliv calling fcr DIGS on Tnursaa\ ^5 h/iarcr 2007 a*
9 00 a rr on tne steos of the Salt _ake Sounty Coui:nouse 450 Soutr State Sree;
Salt ^aKe Cn\ Utar anc
Wnereas Brad C Smitn as Successor Trustee acceptea the mgnest and pes'
bio received at tnat time said bid Deing Tor tne Nortn Parcel alone (7a> Serial No
27-20-376-019) in tne amoun^ of S3 600.000.00 mom Davio - Ware ano
Wnereas sate S3 500 000 00 Die to- tne Nortn ^arcei (Ta> Serial No
27-23-076-019) was aaeauate to satisfy all opiigations unae- ootn tne 21 SeDtembe1995 Trust Deed ano tne 25 IViav 1999 Trust Deeo (aatec 25 IViav 1999 anc recoraec
as Entry No 7571565 in Book S2S2 at D age 5341 in tne office of tne Salt LaKe Count\
Recorder) ano
Whereas a Trustee s Deed was recoraea on 21 K/.arcn 200"/ as Entry No
10040292 in Book 9438 at Dage 215 wnicn Trustee s Deeo contained miner errors ir
tne description This Amenaeo Trustee s Deed ts recordec to correcT tnose errors

Trustee s DeeG following i rustee s Saie
D
age No 3 of 5

NOW THEREFORE, ir consideration of tne toregoing Brao C Smitr Successc
Trustee GRANTOR and noiaer of tne oowe r oT' sale ove" saio orooem unaer tne
aToremennoned trus: aeeas nereo\ grants ana oonvevs witnou" covenan; o" warrant\
o" tne condition or oossessior express of imDiiea
an unaiviaeo 1/c! interes^ tc j a n e : E Ware ano Davie ~ Ware ~rustees oT tne
jefrre\ D Ware Trus; catec Jui\ T 1 993
an unaiviaed 1/6Ir interes' to Janet E Ware ano Davio ~ Ware Trustees o~ tne
Snaron Ward Trust catec Novernoer 25 1991
an undiviaec 1/6tr interest tc Janet E Ward ano Davie ~ Ward Trustees o" tne
Jeannie Ward Trust aated June 6 1996
an undiviaec 1/9tr interes~ to Janet E Ware anc Davio
Mtcnae1 L Ward Trust dateo NovemDe- 3 1997

z

Ware Trustees o~ tne

an undividea 2/9tr interest to Isabel IV, Scats Trustee of tne isaoel M Goats
Trust dateo January 25 1994
an undivided 1/18Tr interest to K/hchae L Ware and
an undiviaec 1/9lr interest to Jane; E V\/ard and Davio z Vvarc Trustees o f tne
David FreaencK Ware Trus; cated Novemoe" 3C 1989
eacn as GFAKTEES o~ tne following aescnoeo Drooeny

PARCEL ONE (North ParoeL Tax Senai No. 27-2S^37&-019;:
BEGINNING at tne Northeast Corner of Lot 56 CLOVER RIDGE
SUBDIVISION according to tne official Dia: tnereof on file in tne
office of tne Salt LaKe County Recorae^ said oomt aiso Deinc
aDproximateiy Nortn 1772 1 feet ano Eas; 2138.3 feet ano Kiortr
88°50' East 14.5" fee: from tne Soutnwest corner of Section 23
TownsniD 3 SOUTH, Range 1 West Salt LaKe Base and Menaiar.
and running tnence along saio suoaivision and along BecKstead
Dlton ano tne Toiiowmg 6 courses tnence Soutn 40 C 4^0C" Eas;
66.600 feet tnence Soutn 29bC3,4B,, East 82.820 feet tnence Soutr
08'54 l 12' East 177.830 f e e : tnence Soutn 13 t 42'3r 1 West 189 UO
feet tnence Soutn 2C G 52 , 51' , Wes: 159.920 fee; tnence Soutn
34 c 43'3^" West 2L 45~ f e e : tnence isavino saio suDdivision anc

i rustee s Deed Following i rustee s Saie
^aae No A of 5

Bscksteao ditch South 43 t I)' 1, 38' East 200 13" fee: thence Eas^
322 520 fee: tnence Nortn &r3B'2C' Eas^ 50 000 Tee- to a pom- cr
s 520 00C too: raaius curve ic tne ief (Bearino to center is Nortr
5^35'20' Eas: Delia = 00^25" o/ j tnence alono tne arc o r saio
curve ^ 520 fee: tnence Eas' 343 189 feet to tne Wes~ line o~ tne
Joraan Rive" tnence aionc tne Wes~ line of tne Jordan Rive" tne
following " cou r ses Nortr E ^ O ' I O ' West 33 051 fee: tnence
North 05°3S'2C' West " ~ ^ ' tee: tnence Nort- 2' C 43'0C' Eas
293 559 fee: tnence North 42*30 l 10' Eas~ 1S5 3C" feet tnence
Nortn 58 c 05 l 1C East 7^ 459 tee: tnence Nortn
i l 43'
140 562 fee: tnence North IO^SD'O?' East 134 M B feet tnence
leaving tne West line o x the Jordan River Soutn 8Bo50'0C' vtyes*
1258 843 tee: to tne ooint o ; oeginmng
Tnss aeea is made Du r suan" to the Dowe" ana autnonty of sale given tc Grants'
bv law and tnat irusi aeed nerembetore laentifiec
DATED this

aay of l\Aa\ 200"

•

r

Braa C Smrtn A MemDe" cr trie
Uian State Sa- Sa" No 5556
2605 Wasnington Biva. Suite 300

Oaden UT 8^-401
STATE O r UTAH )
r. ounty cr WebeOn tms aa\ of May 200~ personahy aooeareo before me Brae 3 Smitr
Successor Trustee tne signer cr tne witnin document wnc affirmec tna* tne tcregoinc
information was true and correc^ to tne Des" cr ms knowledge Dene; anc information
ano wno acknowledged to me tnat he executed tne same

^fe^iM ~

JULIES WILLIAMS

NOTAR v

HDlARYPUBd: SWEOPUTAh
39B5 WASHINGTON BLVD
OGDEK UTB44C3

C ^ ' V EXD 0S-2S-2DD7

"rusiee s Deec "ollowinc i rustr
^aae No 5 of 5

Sai

D
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Addendum I
Supplemental Decree of Divorce

^POf"

NC

CCd*-c me

80 - r ? ^ 3 c

3J~~

0 - 20BE i e 2S&P

D

Supplemental Decree of Divorce t

014302286

JD2740374:
SDATS^ETEP

IIELLEF WILLLAMS <^P3
ALLISOK R LIBRETT #8159
Attorneys for PenuoneCORPOROIN & WILLIAMS
40: Soutn Mam Street Suite 70C
Sail Lajce Cirj UtanM-111
^ciroriDnc 80 o2E-1162
Facsimile 80.o63-S2^

&aaec : :

r l l c t DiSTK^. £DUKT
n?rc Judfois Disrno

Nov : t m
SAL LAF r GOUNT ^

*

ENTERED IN *E3»STRY
O r JUDGMENTS ^
DA*

IK THE THIRD JUDICIA1 DISTPJCT COURT
LK AND FOR SALT LAIZr COUNTY STATE OF TT?A~

0AROLTNE EAYES GLAYDON fia
CAROLINE H A " ^ TO ATS

SUPPLEMENTAL
DECREE OFDJVORCT

Petitioner:
-VS-

Civil l\c 0i^9022&o

FET5R COATS

juaec Judrtf S Alnertor
Coram Micnclic Bxomouis

Resnonaent
THE ABO\rE-CA?T10]\~2yLATr,3E.iiaviiig some or reguiam osfcrrs tne Conn a' tne nmz
of trial on OCIODC: L 2001 or Respondent's contemn:, anc Pstmcmer Having Dreviousiv suDmittec
her \ ermsc Amended Tna1 Brie: and navmg affirmed tne facts anci allegations contained tnereor
in tnersanestec relief tnerem, and Respondent s aefauknavmg oesnnreviousrv entered o\ :*Mmute
Entf-v and Oraer o" tne Conn aatec October 2 200L and Resnonasnt's answer m a T^eadinc navnu
oee: stnoicsr, and tne coir navinj: nrsviousi snared iLr SurrDlcmcnta Finaing. o. Tac anc
Conclusions o^Lav; basec tnereon anc for gooo cause apneanngtnereiV-

^KO^

vuS^O

-H,

IPC

hL,

Ibl^-^H-oo.

L'S~

14-, ^tfldc 11' -DrF

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED ADJLJD33L /."NT DECT EHD
1

Tns panics wcrepr-viousiv divorced D^ Decree of Divoice smsis^ IT ims m a c r oi

June 3 2005
2

^eunonr* wac meviousr awaraec me ninna- -onvoica anc iega. custor c: tuc

parties inKKT cnilorsn v^tnm tne partisr Difureatccl Decree anc saic custom is reconfirms ana
Peuuoner is awarded trie pnmarv pnysica. and legal cusiocry of tne names minor cnuarsr Anare\
anc Asnlsv
3

"Respondent snail not nave any overnignt Daren -nine oassc noon nir violation of tne

pno* court orcers anc snail oe awaraed oavmneparsn'-nnie oni\ Rssponasrr s> Tucsaa^ Darsnx
nine is discouaiiuec Respondent IJ> av araec nuo-ws&u parei t -tune or w eanesaa\ irotr : j r r r
until E30t).m in tne event tns C o m continues to award alternate weeKeno:, Respondent r alternate
weeksnaparen'-tiinesnail oefromrnoaya:5.30D.TL unnl L30pn_Samraaynrrcr & 00 _m mm
L30t^in„ and Sunoavfroin 9:00 a.nc until £.30pm Hoiiaavksnailne pursuant iostatute Durfroir
9:00 a.m until 8.30

P.IL., G~

7

:00 njL as designated witnin tne statute witn tne exeepnor. of Jiin

^to. and Jun 2^u mine event triat Respondent is desirous of cxpandeaparen'-umc, tnenRcsnonacn'
snail DS responsioic for paving; for apnvate guardian ad mem and/cr paren-time evaluation anc tne
foregoing parerr-tiine snail continue untif o~ unless a recommendation is mace olneiwise and tne
conn aeems it apnronnats tc rnodifs or sxoano. paren*-timt
£

Basse unor nrraunng minimuir wage tc Petitions- ana oasec unor Resnonaffrtr

income of £9.39".00 per montc, anc tne provisions of U DA 57SE—31-30 _ Rssponacn: is oraerec

r

^ROr :CCa^c.in£

3> HZ : B 0 : - 9 ? 9 A ' 3 £ 1

DEC.

^

20EE lCrZVP^

r

I

to pay child suppon in me sun, of S ..562.01 pe: montiL until suon time as tne sides; CHLIL attain:
the age of 1S years or graduates from hi gh scnooi in due; course whenever iast occur:, a: which ume
tor child support shall reduce to me star of I95L.OC The calculations are pursuant u tiie chile
suppon worksheet: wmeh are attacnea as ExnibituA7" and lneorporatedherern ovrcference r tumor
said child support i:T ordered to be paic tnrough an automatic transfer from Respondent s account
to Petitioner's account on or before; the first day of eacr montr m which it is auc
5

Petitioner is nsreby awarded income wiihnoiding, pursuant to U.CA C78L-12-!";

and 1)4,
6

Pcnnonc- snali maintain.in force me hsaltn aim accident insurance mat she can secure

tnrotmh z. private pohc\ currents ir tut sum of "H5<>2^ and Lespanuen: is ordered i: pa>
Petinoner the sum cf S11L ,0L eacn month, on or Deiore tne first day of each monm representing m:
share of the children s health insurance premium Tnc parties snail continue to share me nsaltn
insurance premium associated with tnc minor children, as to each child, until tna; child attains tn:
age of 1 o years or graduate? from mgn ccnool m erne course, which ever ias: cecum Bacn nam-1:
ordered to pay one-naif of the out of pocket costs of ail reasonable and necessary uninsured medical
dental, ortnodannc. optical, expenses incurred for the benefit or trie minor children, mejudim
deductibles and copayments aetualrvpaid DY Petitioner Petitioner shall provide wnttei: verihcatior.
of the cost and Daymen: of me medical expense to Respondent wumn thirty 30 \ nays cr pavmem
and Respondent snail TSimburse Petitionee nc iaur tnan tmny f301 aayc after proof is uroviaec it
bam Tne obligation to snare uncovered medical expense snail continue until me children attain me
G- ^^WCiieow^&revoai,, C^m«rttfVPttadmp&k>in»«»nenieJ Decree rmei wpo/xo-^

PaL~ .> o r K

^0^

:Zz~a

IPE.

~fi

NL

8D--r?9<3£>

DEC: E* 20EE IC 1 7 ^

age o. IE vcar. cr graduate rrom iiign scnoo ir tne^ norma anc cxncaed vzzr o eiaauano^
wincnsvs- ias occurs Further giver tneurur acts of kosponcLenv x: an^ tnerareunc micn/enuoi
is neeaeL fo" tne mino- cnuareL ResDondcir snail be rssr>onsiDie KT an^ ana al1 cosr associatec
witr tne crularci. t uisrap\
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Addendum J
Memorandum in Support of Defendant
Caroline Graydon's Motion For
Summary Judgment

BRYCE D. PANZER (A2509)
BLACKBURN & STOLE. LC
Attorneys for Defendant Caroline Graydon
257 East 200 South. Suite 800
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone:
(801)521-7900
Fax:
(801)521-7965
E-mail:bpanzerf^blackburn-stoil.com

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
SALT LAKE DEPARTMENT, STATE OF UTAH

MICHAEL WARD,
Plaintiff,
vs.
CAROLINE COATS GRAYDON and
PETER COATS,
Defendants.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT BY DEFENDANT
CAROLINE GRAYDON AND IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
Civil No. 080903379
Judge Denise P. Lindberg
Hearing Requested

Defendant Caroline Graydon submits the following memorandum in support of her
Motion for Summary Judgment against Plaintiff Michael Ward, and in opposition to Plaintiffs
Motion for Summary Judgment.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
During a portion of the times relevant to this action, Defendant Peter Coats ("Coats") and
Plaintiff Michael Ward ("Ward") were tenants in common with respect to two parcels of real
estate located in South Jordan, Utah, with Coats owning an undivided 90.18% undivided interest

and Waid owning a 9 82% undivided interest Ward obtained his interest fiom his giandmother,
Isabel Coats who is also Peter Coats' mother ]
Defendant Caroline Gray don ("Gray don") was formerly married to Coats The} were
divorced by a decree entered in June 2005, however, the divorce proceeding remained pending
for purposes of resolving property settlement and child custody issues (Third Dist Ct Salt Lake
County. Case No 014902286) A supplemental and final decree was issued m the divorce case
m November 2008, however, an appeal was filed and remains pending on behalf of Peter Coats
On March 15, 2007, one of the two parcels of real estate was foreclosed at a trustee's
sale Prior to the trustee's sale, there was an opportunity to sell one of the parcels at a favorable
price, $5 2 million Gray don was agreeable to, and in fact m favor of, Coats and Ward selling the
parcel for that price, however, she was unwilling to simply allow Coats to take his share of the
proceeds and abscond Accordingl}, Graydon communicated that she would relinquish her
equitable mterest in the property, as a marital asset, if the net proceeds attributable to Coats'
interest would be escrowed pending further order or disposition in the divorce action Coats was
apparently not interested in that condition
Plaintiffs Complaint seeks to recover damages from Coats and Graydon, based upon the
extraordinary theories that the Defendants owed to Plaintiff certain unspecified duties to sell the
parcel prior to the trustee's sale and, because they failed to cooperate in a sale, the foreclosure
resulted m a loss to Plaintiff for which he believes the Defendants are liable

]

Although Plaintiffs memorandum refers to Isabel Coats in her individual
capacity, her interests m the real estate and m the trust deeds (described below) were through
the Isabel M Coats Trust As it does not appear to make any difference m this case, Graydon
will also ignore the distinction
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Defendant Graydon seeks summan judgment on these claims, on the ground that there is
no legal basis upon which she can be liable to Plaintiff For the same reasons, Plaintiffs motion
for summan judgment should be denied
GRAYDON'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MATERIAL FACTS
Defendant Graydon responds to Plaintiffs Statement of Facts as follows
1
This matter concerns two adjacent parcels of propert) m Salt Lake Count}, Utah,
consisting of 18 acres and 22 acres These parcels will be referred to herein as the "north parcel'
and the "south parcel" respective
Response

Admitted

2
By virtue of a long series of property transactions, m late 2005, Plaintiff and
Defendant Peter Coats became joint owners of two large parcels of property m South Jordan,
Utah, hereinafter referred to as the North and South Parcels, respectively Plaintiff owned an
undivided 9 82% interest, and Peter Coats owned an undivided 90 18% interest Exhibit A,
Affidavit of Plaintiff Michael Ward, ^ 2, Exhibit B, Affidavit of David Ward, <(\ 2
Response

Admitted that Plaintiff became an owner of the North and South Parcels in

late 2005, b} virtue of a conveyance to him b> Isabel Coats, as trustee of the Isabel M Coats
Trust Denied that Peter Coats became an owner at that time, inasmuch as Peter Coats acquired
an interest in the South Parcel by virtue of a Warranty Deed, recorded May 21, 1992, as Entry
No 5259386 (Appendix, Exhibit "A"), and an interest in the North Parcel by virtue of Special
Warranty Deed, recorded June 1, 1999, as Entry No 7371564 (App., Exhibit "B")
By virtue of a Quit-Claim Deed, recorded December 22, 1999, as Entry No 7540445
(App., Exhibit "C"), the "Isabel M Coats Trust, Walter Coats and Isabel M Coats, Trustees"
became the owner of an undivided 9 82% interest and Peter M Coats the owner of an undivided
90.18% interest in both Parcels The 9 82% interest held by the Isabel M Coats Trust was
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conveyed to Plaintiff Michael Ward pursuant to a Special Warrant} Deed which was recorded
on December 6, 2005, as Entry No 9573774 (App , Exhibit UD")
3
Defendant Peter Coats and Defendant Caroline Coats Gravdon were previously
married having been divorced m a bifurcated proceeding Exhibit A, Plaintiff s Aff ^ 3 , Exhibit
B D Ward Aff 4 3
Response

Admitted

4
Defendant Caroline Coats Gravdon asserted claim to both paicels by virtue of
her marriage In asserting her claims. Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon caused \anous Lis
Pendens and other documents to be filed with the Office of the Salt Lake County Recordei to
reflect her claim of interest in both the North and South Parcels Exhibit A Plaintiffs Aff, ^[ 4,
Exhibit B,D Ward Aff 4 4
Response

Graydon admits that in the divorce case she asserted that the North and

South Parcel were marital property subject to equitable division b} the court Defendant
Graydon denies that she caused various Lis Pendens and other documents to be recorded
reflecting a claim of interest in both Parcels The affidavits of Plaintiff and nis father David
Ward, do not contain competent evidence to establish an} of these allegations S^e Defendant
Graydon"s Motion to Strike Affidavits, filed herewith To the best of Graydon s current
knowledge her divorce counsel filed a single lis pendens (App Exhibit "E"), which contained
the descriptions of the North and South Parcels, in addition to other parcels of real estate
5
Both the North and South Parcels were subject to Trust Deeds in favor of Peter
Coats' mother. Isabel Coats Isabel Coats is also the grandmother of Plaintiff Michael Ward, who
is the nephew of Peter Coats Exhibit A, Plaintiffs Aff, 1f 5, Exhibit B, D Ward Aff, If 5
Response

Graydon (a) admits that the South and North Parcel were subject to a trust

deed executed by Peter Coats to Isabel M Coats and Vv alter M Coats joint trustees, as
beneficiaries, which was recorded October 2, 1995, as Entry No 6180751 (App , Exhibit "F")
(hereinafter, the "1995 Trust Deed"), (b) admits that the North Parcel was subject to a trust deed
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executed b) Peter Coats to Isabel M Coats and Walter M Coats joint trustees as beneficiaries
recorded June 1, 1999, as Entr} No 7371565 (App , Exhibit b'G") (hereinafter, the "1999 Tiust
Deed"), and (c) admits that Isabel Coats is the grandmother of Plaintiff who is the nephew of
Peter Coats Graydon denies that both Parcels were subject to both trust deeds however
6
The parties to the trust deeds Defendant Peter Coats and Isabel Coats have each
explained, under oath, that the conveyance of the 9 82 % was intended to be superior to the trust
deed interests A copy of these declarations are attached hereto as Exhibit C
Response

Graydon admits that the affidavits contain statements to the effect that the

conveyance of the 9 82% interest was intended to be superior to the trust deeds To the extent
Plaintiff hereafter seeks to rely upon the affidavits for any other purpose, Graydon reserves the
right to object thereto, on the grounds that the affidavits contain numeious statements that are
simply inadmissible
7
As part of the divorce proceeding, Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon was
granted a power of attorney to deal with the marital property, including its sale and disposition
Exhibit A Plaintiffs Aff, f 6, Exhibit B, D Ward Aff, If 6 A cop} of the court order granting a
power of attorney to Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon is attached hereto as Exhibit D
Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon has also testified that she was granted a power of attorney to
deal with the marital property Exhibit E, excerpts of Deposition of Caroline Coats Graydon (m
excess proceeds litigation), 35 15-19 Exhibit J, excerpts of Deposition of Caroline Coats
Graydon (m the present litigation), 7 10-14 (statement of Defendant Caroline Coats Gray don's
counsel)
Response

Graydon admits that the referenced court order was entered, which

purported to grant her a "power of attorney to sign for Peter M Coats regarding the sale o f
certain parcels, including the North and South Parcels Graydon denies an} allegation respecting
the scope of the order that exceeds its express terms Further, Coats contested the entry of the
order, and recorded both a lis pendens (App., Exhibit "H") and a Verified Notice of Appeal
(App , Exhibit "I") setting forth his contention that the order was invalid
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8.

Isabel Coats proceeded to foreclose on her Trust Deeds over the two parcels in

the fall of 2005. Exhibit A, Plaintiffs Aff.. 1J 7; Exhibit B. D. Ward Aff, % 7.
Response.

Denied in part, in that the notices of default were recorded on April 19,

2005. See App., Exhibit "J."
9
Defendant Caroline Coats Gray don requested from the Court entry of a temporary
restraining order forbidding the sale of the property, asserting various grounds and bases
Ultimately. Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon and Isabel Coats entered into a Stipulation.
Exhibit A. Plaintiffs Aff.. 1} 8: Exhibit B. D. Ward Aff, U 8.
Response: Admitted. However, it should be noted that the motion for a TRO was
asserted in a lawsuit originally brought by Isabel Coats, in which she alleged that she owned
100% of the North and South Parcels, and sought to quiet title accordingly. See pleadings and
papers on file in Isabel Coats v. Peter Coats, et aL Third Dist. Ct. Case No. 050910905.
10.
The Amended Stipulation2 required Isabel Coats' cooperation in the sale of the
property, agreed to a cancellation of the Notice of Default and recognized Isabel Coat's [sic]
ownership of an undivided 9.82% interest in both the north and south parcels. Exhibit A,
Plaintiffs Aff., % 8; Exhibit B, D. Ward Aff. U 8. A copy of the Amended Stipulation is
attached hereto as Exhibit F.
Response:

Admitted.

11.
Subsequent to the entry of the Stipulation. Isabel Coats transferred her ownership
interest in the North and South Parcels to Plaintiff Michael Ward in consideration of $150,000.00
and other consideration. Exhibit A, Plaintiffs Aff. ^ 9; Exhibit B, D. Ward Aff. U 9. A copy of
the deed transferring Isabel Coats' interest to Plaintiff is attached hereto as Exhibit G.
Response:

Admitted.

12.
Isabel Coats commenced a second foreclosure proceeding against the two parcels
in the spring of 2006. Exhibit A, Plaintiffs Aff., If 13; Exhibit B, D. Ward Aff, ^ 13.

The Amended Stipulation merely corrected aspects of the property description.
The substantive terms of the Amended Stipulation were identical to those of the original
Stipulation.
Response:

Admitted.
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Response

Admitted, except that Plaintiff neglects to mentior that Isabel Coats had

transferred ownership of the 1999 Trust Deed to \anous trusts controlled b\ David Ward
Plaintiffs father and David Ward was therefore the part\ that commenced the foreclosure of the
1999 Trust Deed See Assignment of Interest m Trust Deed recorded December 21 2005 as
Entry No 9588515 (App Exhibit "K")
13
B^ the fall of 2006 Defendant Caroline Coats Gray don filed another motion for a
temporal*} restraining order The matter was contested in an evidentiary hearing on converting
Defendant Caroline Coats Gray don s motion for temporary restraining order into a prelimmar}
injunction was held before Judge Medley on 5 December 2006 At the conclusion of said
hearing Judge Medley concluded that Defendant Caroline Coats Gray don had not presented a
case adequate for the issuance of a prelimmar} injunction and therefore dissolved the temporary
restraining order and denied her request for a preliminary injunction Exhibit A Plaintiffs Aff, 1
14 Exhibit B,D Ward Aff, 1 14
Response

Admitted

14
Following the dissolution of the temporal*} restraining order, Isabel Coats
proceeded with the foreclosure sale Exhibit A, Plaintiffs Aff, ^ 15 Exhibit B, D Ward Aff,
1[15
Response

Admitted, except, as noted above the 1999 Trust Deed was then owned by

Plaintiffs father, David Ward, as trustee for various trusts
15
The foreclosure sale was set for 14 February, 2007 Exhibit A, Plaintiffs Aff, f
16, Exhibit B D Ward Aff 4 16
Response

Admitted

16
In the month prior to the trustee s sale, Defendant Peter Coats worked diligently
to procure a purchaser for the property Exhibit A, Plaintiffs Aff, % 17, Exhibit B, D Ward
Aff, 117
Response

Disputed, and not established by competent evidence See Defendant

Graydon s Motion to Strike Affidavits, filed herewith
17

In the weeks and days proceeding [sic] the foreclosure sale, Defendant Peter Coats
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was the procuring cause of various offers of purchase. One of the offers of purchase was to
purchase the north parcel only for $5,200,000.00. Plaintiff Michael Ward and Defendant Peter
Coats accepted that offer. Exhibit A, Plaintiffs Aff., ^f 18; Exhibit B. D. Ward AfL t 18.
Response:

Disputed in part, and not established by competent evidence. See

Defendant Graydon's Motion to Strike Affidavits, filed herewith The Plaintiff has not e\en
presented to the Court the offer that he contends was made. Graydon believes that the offer to
which Plaintiff refers is the Hagen REPC which is described in the Graydon's Statement of
Additional Material Facts, ^f 4. below. See also App., Exhibit L.
18.
Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon did not accept this offer. Exhibit A, Plaintiffs
Aff, If 19; Exhibit B, D. Ward Aff.5 If 19.
Response:

Although it is true, this statement is a non sequitur. Graydon did not own

any legal interest in the North Parcel, and could not accept any offer to sell the property.
Graydon was, however, agreeable to the sale of the North Parcel by Coats upon the terms set
forth in an offer made by David Hagen, so long as the net proceeds (after payment of liens and
costs of sale) attributable to Coats' interest in the property were escrowed. Upon that condition,
Graydon was willing to release her lis pendens on the property. Depo. of Graydon, at 8:25-9:22
(told Corey at United Title, the closing agent); at 11:12-12:14 (told Peter Coats); at 12:15-13:1,
14:1-14:16:4; 29:20-30:24; 48:24-49:5 (told Michael Ward); at 27:12-18 (told various real estate
agents). [The cited portions of the deposition of Graydon are set forth in the Appendix. Exhibit
"M."]
19.
In the weeks and days preceding the Trustee's Sale, both Defendants made
proposals or demands for conditions for closing. Plaintiff told both Defendants that he would
accept either set. Defendants never agreed on a set of closing instructions and did not accept an>
offer. Exhibit A, Plaintiffs Aff., \ 20; Exhibit B, D. Ward Aff., \ 20.
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Response

Graydon admits that, generally speaking, there were discussions and

negotiations between the parties respecting the sale of the North Parcel and that Peter Coats did
not, to Graydon's knowledge, agree to place the net proceeds of the sale m escrow pending
further order m the pending divorce case Inasmuch as Plaintiff does not provide any specific
information regarding other ''proposals or demand for conditions for closing " Defendant
Graydon cannot admit or deny the remaining allegations of this paragraph Regarding the
statement that Defendants did not agree on a set of closing instructions and did not accept any
offer, see Graydon's response to Para. 18 above
20
None of the offers to purchase were ever accepted since Defendant Caroline
Coats Graydon would not accept any offer Exhibit A, Plaintiffs Aff ^ 21. Exhibit B, D Vvard
Aff., H 21
Response

Graydon did not individually own any interest in the North Parcel, and

could not individually accept any offer As noted in response to Para 18 above, Graydon was,
however, agreeable to the sale of the North Parcel by Coats, so long as the net proceeds
attributable to Coats' interest in the North Parcel were escrowed, so as to protect Graydon's
legitimate interests in the North Parcel as marital property
21
Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon required that Defendant Peter Coats agree
to have his portion of the sales proceeds deposited into an escrow account pending the resolution
of their divorce Exhibit!, 11-12-12 14
Response
Admitted
22
Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon was, at all relevant [sic] herein, a licensed real
estate agent and loan officer Because of this experience, Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon
knew that if she postponed reaching an agreement on the terms of the sale and/or postponed the
closing, she could effectively hold the sale hostage Exhibit A, Plaintiffs Aff, ^22, Exhibit B,
D Ward Aff, 122
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Response:

Denied, not established by any admissible evidence, and irrelevant. See

Defendant Gray don's Motion to Strike Affidavits, filed herewith.
23.
Plaintiff Michael Ward indicated the [sic] both Defendants that he would accept
any reasonable proposals for closing instruction which either of them might propose. Exhibit A.
Plaintiffs Aff., 1 24; Exhibit B. D. Ward Aff, U 24.
Response:

Admitted.

24.
No sale offer was accepted and the north parcel was subject to a foreclosure
sale on 15 March 2007. Exhibit A, Plaintiffs Aff., 1 25; Exhibit B, D. Ward Aff, ^ 25.
Defendant Caroline Coats Gray don never accepted any offer in writing. Exhibit J, Deposition of
Defendant Gray don, 8:12-9:3.
Response:

Disputed. Insofar as Graydon is aware, both Coats and Ward accepted the

Hagen REPC. See Hagen REPC, at App., Exhibit "L." It is admitted, however, that the sale to
David Hagen did not close. Graydon did not individually own any interest in the North Parcel,
and she admits that she did not individually accept any offer. However, Graydon was willing to
consent to the sale of the North Parcel to David Hagen, and to release her lis pendens, so long as
the net proceeds attributable to Coats' interest were escrowed pending further order of the
divorce court. Depo. of Graydon, at 8:25-9:22 (told Corey at United Title, the closing agent); at
11:12-12:14 (told Peter Coats); at 12:15-13:1, 14:1-14:16:4; 29:20-30:24; 48:24-49:5 (told
Michael Ward); at 27:12-18 (told various real estate agents).
25.
At the trustee's sale, Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon goaded Defendant
Peter Coats into bidding on the property, notwithstanding his inability to pay any amount he
might bid. Defendant Peter Coats bid against his brother, David Ward, and increased the sales
price to the benefit of Defendants and the detriment of David Ward. Plaintiff, and the other
purchasers. Exhibit A, Plaintiffs Aff., f 26; Exhibit B, D. Ward Aff., K 26.
Response:

Denied in part. Graydon admits that Coats bid on the North Parcel at the

trustee's sale. There is no admissible evidence, however, establishing the remaining allegations
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of this paragraph, or, in particular establishing that Gray don "goaded" Coats into bidding on the
propert), which is mereh an opinion as to what Gray don said to Coats See Defendant
Gray don's Motion to Strike Affidavits filed herewith Further there Vvas no detriment to the
Plaintiff from Coats bids, as Plaintiff claimed a share of the increased purchase price
26
Accordmgl) the propert} was sold at Trustee's Sale on 15 March 2007, for the
amount or $3,600,000 00 After the satisfaction of the costs of sale attorneys' fees, interest and
principal, there was left, as excess proceeds of $1,989,789 03 These funds were accounted for
by the trustee, Brad C Smith A copy of this accounting is attached hereto as Exhibit H A copv
of the Amended Trustee's Deed Following Trustee's Sale is attached hereto as Exhibit K
Response

Admitted The property was sold to the Ward family, including a 1/18th

interest to Plaintiff
27
Plaintiff received 9 82% of the excess sales proceeds amounting to
$195,397 28 Because I was one of the successful purchasers at the trustee's sale, 1 was credited
this amount against my portion of the foreclosure sales price Exhibit A, Plaintiffs Aff, ^ 3,
Exhibit B,D Ward Aff, 1j 3
Response

Admitted

28
Had Defendants accepted the highest offer. Plaintiff would have been entitled to
9 82% of $5 2 million or $510,640 00 Instead, Plaintiff received only $195397.28, representing
9 82% of the excess proceeds Exhibit A, Plaintiffs Aff, f 27. Exhibit B, D Ward Aff, Tj 27
Response

Denied Gray don did not own an interest in the North Parcel, so her

"acceptance" of an offer is a non sequitur Further, this statement assumes that the offer for $5 2
million (which has not been presented to the Court by Plaintiff) actually closed, and Plaintiff has
presented no evidence whatsoever that the sale would have, or was even likely, to close
Furthermore, the statement that Plaintiff would have been entitled to $510,640 00 depends upon
his interests in the North and South Parcels not being subject to the 1995 Trust Deed and the
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1999 Trust Deed If that is the case, then the foreclosure sale of the propert) had no effect on
Plaintiffs interests, and Coats' failure to agree to sell his interest in the North Parcel likewise
had nc effect on Plaintiff
29
As the direct and proximate result of the Defendants' acts and/or omissions
Plaintiff has been damaged in the amount of not less than $315,242 7 2 Exhibit A, Plaintiffs
Aff, H 31, Exhibit B, D Ward Aff ^ 31
Response

Denied See response to Para 28 above In addition, Plaintiff fails to

deduct costs of sale and commissions that would have been payable from the proceeds had the
sale actually closed See Hagen REPC, App . Exhibit "L "
30
On 10 November 2008, Judge Atherton entered a supplemental decree of divorce
in the Defendants' divorce action A copy of that Supplemental Decree of Divorce is attached
hereto as Exhibit I
Response

Admitted

31
The Supplemental Decree was entered against Defendant Peter Coats aftei his
pleadings were stricken in that action for his contumacious conduct Defendant Caroline Coats
Graydon was also awarded "damages" for Defendant Peter Coats "dissipation and contempt"
Exhibit I , | 16
Response

Admitted, but only as specifically stated in the Supplemental Decree The

award to Graydon was specifically made because Judge Atherton found that Peter Coats caused
"prior sales to fail, including one for the North Parcel for $5,200,000 00 " See Supplemental
Decree, at f 15 Accordmgh, Judge Atherton awarded to Graydon an amount equal to 50% of the
decrease m proceeds realized from the Tsiorth Parcel, or $523,508 00, which sum was ordered to
be paid when the South Parcel is sold Supplemental Decree, at ^[16
3

Plaintiff has consistently maintained, both m this action and m other
proceedings, that his ownership interest was not subject to the 1995 and 1999 Trust Deeds
See Complaint at f t 35 and 36, Plaintiffs Statement of Facts, f 6 above, and materials
referenced at Graydon's Statement of Additional Facts, f 9, below
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32
The damages awarded to Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon amounted to tne
portion ul the sales proceeds she would have received if the propert} had sold foi $5,200,000 00
Exhibit I, Tffl 15-16 Her "damages" were awarded to her from other properts m which Plamtiff is
also a 9 82% joint tenant Exhibit I ^ 17-18 21-22
Response

Denied m part, on the grounds that until entry of the Supplemental Decree

Graydon*s interest m the North Parcel was purely an equitable mterest on the basis that Coats
interest in the property was marital propert} In dividing the marital propert}. Judge \therton
recognized that but for Coats' failure to cooperate in the sale, the marital propert} would have
yielded additional amounts, one-half of which would have been awarded to Graydon See
Supplemental Decree, at ffl|15 and 16
GRAYDON'S STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL MATERIAL FACTS
Defendant Graydon maintains that the following additional material facts are not
disputed, based upon the pleadings and the Deposition of Caroline Graydon
1

In connection with the divorce proceeding between Graydon and Coats (Third

Dist Ct, Salt Lake County, Case No 014902286). Graydon*s legal counsel caused to be
recorded a Lis Pendens, which included descriptions of the North and South Parcels, to give
notice of the pendency of the divorce proceeding Depo of Graydon, at 20 3-9, App . Exhibit
"E"
2

Graydon did not own any legal interest m the North or South Parcels at an} time

pertinent to this proceeding Her only interest m the North Parcel was as marital property Depo
of Graydon, at 48 7-14, and deeds set forth in App., Exhibits "A" through "D "
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3.

An offer for the sale of the North Parcel was made by David Hagen on February

13, 2007 (hereinafter, the "Hagen REPC"). Depo. of Graydon, at 18:14-19:22. A copy of
deposition Exhibit 2, the Hagen REPC\ is set forth in the Appendix, as Exhibit "L."
4.

While the Plaintiffs Complaint alleges that the offer for the North Parcel was for

a price of $5.2 million, the Hagen REPC reflects that original offer was $5.0 million. The price
of $5.2 million was made via a counteroffer that was apparently executed by both Coats and
Michael Ward on March~5, 2007. App., Exhibit "L."
5.

The Hagen REPC identified Peter Coats and Michael Ward as the sellers, and did

not identify Caroline Graydon as a seller. Para. 9 of Addendum No. 2 (which was a counteroffer
by Coats and Michael Ward), stated as follows:
9.

This sale is subject to Caroline Graydon signing a quit claim deed to the

buyers.
App., Exhibit "L."
6.

Graydon was agreeable to a sale of the North Parcel pursuant to the Hagen REPC,

and was willing to remove her lis pendens on the parcel and execute such other documents as
may have been needed for a closing, so long as the net proceeds of the sale (i.e., after payment of
the debts and costs of the sale) attributable to Coats' interest in the property were placed m
escrow pending a decision in the divorce action. Depo. of Graydon, at 8:25-9:22 (told Corey at
United Title, the closing agent); at 11:12-12:14 (told Peter Coats); at 12:15-13:1, 14:1-14:16:4;
29:20-30:24; 48:24-49:5 (told Michael Ward); at 27:12-18 (told various real estate agents).
7.

Although there was an order in the divorce action that prohibited Coats and

Graydon from disposing of or encumbering marital assets, Graydon had good reason to fear that
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Coats would ^ lolate the court order if he received the proceeds of sale This was because Coats
had violated the court s ordei before, b} encumbering the marital home and b) placing
encumbrances and easements against the North and South Parcels Depo of Gray don at 49 1450 17 These facts m part were the basis for Judge Lewis order dated August 31 2005,
entered in the divorce action
8

See Exhibit UD' to Plaintiffs Memo

Prior to the trustee s sale, Michael Ward took the position that his 9 82%

undivided interest in the parcels was not sub]ect to the hens arising from the trust deeds held b)
Isabel Coats Complaint, ^ 3 5 and 36
9

In fact, in connection with other litigation between these parties, on Februan 20,

2007, immediately prior to the scheduled trustee s sale Michael Ward and, oddly enough, Isabel
Coats and David Ward, filed a motion for partial summaiy judgment seeking a ruling that
Michael Ward's interest in the property was not subject to the 1995 and 1999 Trust Deeds See
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment and supporting Memorandum, filed in Isabel Coats \
Peter Coats, et al, Third Dist Ct, Salt Lake County, Civil No 050910905, copies of which are
filed herewith as Exhibit UN '* No ruling was ever issued on this Motion
10

Plaintiffs complaint alleges as follows

36
In order to facilitate the [trustee s] sale, Plaintiff agreed that his 9 82%
would be treated as junior to the two Trust Deeds, in order to attempt to maximize the
sales proceeds
However, Plaintiff has not presented any written instrument whatsoever that reflects his
agreement to subordinate his 9 82% interest in the property to the trust deeds
11

Gray don never took any actions to restrain or prevent Plaintiff from selling the

9 82%) interest m the property that he owned Depo of Gray don, at 49 10-13
45-

12

The divorce court's order granting to Gray don the "power of attorney to sign for

Peter M Coats regarding the sale of [certain properties]'" was not effective, in the eves of title
companies that were involved with the properties, since the divorce was not final and the order
granting the power of attorne) was subject to appeal November 14, 2007, Depo of Caiohne
Graydon, at 34 15-37 25 [excerpts of this deposition are set forth m the Appendix, as Exhibit
"0 "]
ARGUMENT
Plaintiffs motion for summary judgment is premised upon the theory that his cotenant
owed him a fiduciary duty to sell the North Parcel for an advantageous price, prior to its
foreclosure That argument has no merit whatsoevei, moreover, the claim cannot be asserted
against Caroline Gray don, as she was never Plaintiffs cotenant In addition, since Plaintiff
maintains that his ownership interest m the property was not subject to the trust deeds, then either
(a) he suffered no damage because his ownership interest was not foreclosed, or (b) if he
voluntarily and effectively subordinated his ownership to the trust deeds, as he alleges he did,
then Plaintiff is the sole cause of any losses that he suffered
POINT I
DEFENDANT GRAYDON WAS NOT A COTENANT IN THE NORTH PARCEL.
The undisputed facts establish that Caroline Gray don's interest m the North Parcel was
purely an equitable interest in Coats' 90 18% interest, due to its character as a marital asset She
did not own a legal interest m the North Parcel at any time material to Plaintiffs claims Her
interest arose solely from the fact that Coats' 90 18% interest in the property was marital
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properly, and was thereiore subject to an equitable division in the divorce action Hei lis
pendens affected only Coats' interest in the North Parcel
Since Gray don owned no legal interest in the North Parcel she had no cotenanc\
relationship with Plaintiff, and could not owe any duties to Plaintiff Accordingly, even if a
cotenant has a duty to sell real estate (a point that is disputed and will be discussed belowj
Defendant Gray don was not a cotenant and could have no liability to Plaintiff foi any acts oi
omissions
To the extent Plaintiff is asserting that Gray don had the authority to act for Coats,
pursuant to the court order granting her a power of attorney, then Plaintiffs claims would still he
solely against Coats, since Coats was the principal and Graydon was merely the agent A power
of attorney is merely a species of a prmcipal-agent relationship Actions by an agent within the
scope of the agent's authority are, in legal contemplation, the actions of the principal See 2A
C.J.S Agency §§ 344 and 353 (2003) In short, Graydon did not individually become a cotenant
of Plaintiff merely because the divorce court entered an order authorizing her to execute
documents as attorney in fact for Coats4
POINT II
A COTENANT HAS NO DUTY TO SELL REAL ESTATE.
There is simply no authority for the proposition that a cotenant owes a fiduciary duty, or
any duty, to sell his interest m property The cotenant's remedy is purely statutory, i.e , the filing

4

Further, as discussed elsewhere, the divorce court's order giving Graydon a
power of attorney to "sign for Peter M Coats regarding the sale of [certain properties]" was
subject to dispute and appeal, and was ineffective in the eyes of title insurers, since it was not a
final order
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of a partition action under Utah Code Ann §78B-6-1201, et seq (former!} Utah Code Ann ^ 7839-1 et seq ), and seeking a partition by sale The Utah Supieme Court has noted that
"Partition m this state is a statutory action The right to partition and the relief that can be
administered are prescribed and fixed by [the statute] ' Larsen \ Davnes, 122 P 2d 429, 430
(Utah 1942), rev'd on rehr'g on othei grounds, 133 P 2d 785 (Utah 1943) Despite having
owned his interest for over a year prior to the trustee's sale, Plaintiff did not file a partition action
to compel a sale
Plaintiff argues that Defendants owed a fiduciary duty to sell the property, because a
cotenant owes fiduciary duties to his cotenant The cases cited by Plaintiff do not stand for that
proposition Chournos v Evona Inv Co , 93 P 2d 450 (Utah 1939), involved a co-lessee s claim
for specific performance of a right of first refusal m a lease agreement The Court held that the
co-lessee's tender of performance did not comply with the terms of the right of first refusal and
refused an order of specific performance The Court also noted that had either of the two colessee's ended up with the property pursuant to the right of first refusal, the other co-lessee could
have compelled the other cotenant to share the property so acquired This was because, as
partially quoted in Plaintiffs memorandum, "Generally, as between tenants in common and joint
tenants, a confidential relationship exists that prohibits one taking advantage of the other b}
buying the title to the property " Id at 453 This case had nothing to do with the sale of property
subject to a tenancy m common 5

5

If anything, Chournos supports an argument by Peter Coats that Michael Ward's
acquisition of an interest in the North Parcel as part of the trustee's sale constitutes a breach of
fiduciary duty
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The other case cued by Plaintiff,Rio Algom v Junco I / d , 619 P 2d 497 (Utah 1980)
actually supports Defendant's position b} noting that a fiducian relationship does not arise from
the mere fact of cotenanc} Instead the Court stated
A fiduciar} relationship between cotenants is usualh found when one cotenant
undertakes to act on behalf of another cotenant, or takes advantage of other cotenants
often ID the course of acquiring paramount title or ousting othei cotenants
Id at 506 There are simply no facts in this matter establishing that either Defendant undertook
to act on behalf of Plaintiff or acquired or attempted to acquire paramount title or to oust other
cotenants 6 Plaintiff urges that the overall circumstances establish a fiduciary duty because ueach
had an obligation to act for their mutual best interest v Plaintiffs Memo at p 11, fh 2 But that
argument is circular, and there is no evidence that Peter Coats (or Caroline Graydon, despite the
fact she is clearly not a cotenant) undertook to act on behalf of Plaintiff or to take advantage of
Plaintiff
Plaintiff also argues that he is simpl} asking for what was awarded to Gray don m the
divorce proceeding
There is simply no authority for the proposition that a cotenant of real estate has an>
obligation to another cotenant to sell his interest, or to cooperate in the sale of the entire property,
regardless of the circumstances A cotenant's sole right and remedy is to seek a partition or
partition by sale of the subject property, pursuant to the partition statute
POINT III
THE UNDISPUTED FACTS ESTABLISH THAT EITHER PLAINTIFF
6

If anything, the undisputed facts establish that Michael Ward, m concert with
his father, David Ward, acquired paramount title as to Peter Coats, and could be held liable for
such actions
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SUFFERED NO DAMAGE, OR, ALTERNATIVELY,
PLAINTIFF WAS THE SOLE CAUSE OF HIS LOSS.
Plaintiff has asserted, both in this lawsuit and in another one that his 9 82% interest m
the North and South Parcels was not subject to the trust deeds If his interest was not subject to
ttie trust deeds as he ftas alleged and argued then the foreclosure did not affect his interests and
he suffered no damages, as a matter of law

He retained his 9 82% interest notwithstanding the

trustee's sale However, in an effort to bolster his claim in this case, Plaintiff asserts tha he
simply agieed, at the time of the trustee's sale, that his interests would be subject to, and
therefore foreclosed b), the trustee's sale This tactic does not improve his position, but instead
places him on the horns of the following dilemma
Either (a) Plaintiffs interests were not m fact foreclosed, because there was no written
instrument that subordinated his interest, and therefore his "agreement" was ineffective, or (b) if
Plaintiffs agreement to subordinate was effective, then that unilateral and voluntary agreement
was the sole cause of his damages A subordination agreement is subject to the statute of frauds,
Utah Code Ann § 25-5-1, et seq , and is not effective unless it is m writing and signed by the
party to be charged therewith Cf Metrobankfor Savings v Nat 7 Community Bank, 620 A.2d
433 (N J Super Ct App Div 1993) (mortgage is an interest m real estate, so subordination
must satisfy statute of frauds) Accordingly, notwithstanding Plaintiffs current contention, since
there was no instrument signed by him that established his subordination, it was not effective and
the foreclosure did not affect his interest
Alternatively, had Plaintiff not agreed to "subordinate" his 9 82%) interest to the trust
deeds, then, according to his own argument and sworn testimony, his interest would nol have
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been foreclosed and he would not have been damaged He cannot blame his cotenanf s failme to
agiee to a sale of the propert} for any loss — he can onl) blame himself
POINT IV
ADDITIONAL DISPUTED ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT PRECLUDE
SUMMARY JUDGMENT TO PLAINTIFF.
If the Court otherwise concludes that Plaintiff has asserted a legal basis for recovery
against Gray don, summary judgment is nevertheless precluded b\ material issues of disputed
fact
First, Gray don disputes Plaintiffs claim that she was unwilling to agree to a sale of the
North Parcel The cited deposition testimony establishes that Graydon was willing, in fact
desirous, that the property be sold The only condition she imposed was that the net proceeds of
the sale, to the extent attributable to Coats' interest onl}, be deposited m escrow until the divorce
court dealt with the issue This was a reasonable condition by Graydon. particularh given Coats*
previous behavior m violating the divorce court's prohibition on disposition or encumbering of
assets Accordingly, the failure of the sale must be blamed wholly on Coats If Graydon
somehow owed a duty to Plaintiff, that dut} was not breached, as her behavior was reasonable
under the circumstances7
Second, to the extent Plaintiffs claims against Graydon are premised upon her failure to
exercise the authority purportedly granted to her by the divorce court's power of attorne} order, it
7

In effect, Plaintiff argues that Graydon was under a legal duty to release her lis
pendens on the property, and allow Coats to receive all of the net proceeds of sale However,
Plaintiff cites, and can cite to, absolutely no legal authority for the proposition that Graydon
must subordinate her own financial interests to those of Plaintiff By analogy, would the
Plaintiff argue that a judgment creditor of Coats would be obligated to release its judgment lien
to allow the sale to close, even if the judgment creditor was not paid, or was not paid m full9
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is disputed that order effectively allowed Graydon to exercise any power to sell the North Parcel.
There were several reasons for this. Coats had recorded a lis pendens setting forth his claim that
the order was invalid (App., Exhibit "H"), and Coats' attorney had filed an appeal from the order,
and had recorded the notice of appeal (App. Exhibit "I"). In addition, the order was not a final
order and could be reversed or modified on appeal. No title insurer in its right mind would
insure a conveyance executed by Graydon under authority of the court's order, where the order
could be invalidated.
Third, Plaintiff has presented no evidence to establish the actual amount of his damages,
assuming that he is otherwise entitled to relief since the Hag en REPC involved real estate
brokers and commissions, and costs of sale. Plaintiff admits this defect in his supporting
memorandum, but has provided no evidence of what those deductions would have been.
CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, Plaintiffs motion for summar) judgment should be denied, and
Graydon's motion for summary judgment should be granted. As stated in Graydon's motion, the
Court should reserve for further consideration Graydon's claim, as set forth in her Fourth
Defense, to an award of attorney's fees and costs incurred herein, pursuant to Utah Code Ann.
§78B-5-825 (recodified from §78-27-56).
. DATED this 27th day of March, 2009.
BLACKBURN & STOLL, LC

Bryce D ]^#zer
^
Attorneys for Defendant Caroline Graydon
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Addendum K
Order On Summary Judgment Motions
and Judgment

BRYCE D PANZER (A2509)
BLACKBURN & STOLL. LC
Attorneys for Defendant Caroline Graydon
257 East 200 South. Suite 800
Salt Lake City. Utah 84111
Telephone
(801)521-7900
Fax
(801)521-7965
E-mail
bpanzer(2)biackburn - stoll. com

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
SALT LAKE DEPARTMENT. STATE OF UTAH

MICHAEL WARD.
Plaintiff.

ORDER ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT
MOTIONS AND JUDGMENT

vs

CAROLINE COATS GRAYDON and
PETER COATS,

Civil No 080903379
Judge Denise P Lmdberg

Defendants.

Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment and Defendant Caroline Graydon's Motion for
Summar} Judgment came on regular!} for hearing on July 20. 2009. before the above-entitled
Court, the Honorable Denise P Lmdberg. District Court Judge, presiding Brad C Smith of
Stevenson & Smith. P.C.. appeared on behalf of Plaintiff Michael Ward, Bryce D. Panzer of
Blackburn &. Stoll. LC. appeared on behalf of Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon. and Peter
Coats appeared representing himself.
The Court having considered the motions, the memoranda filed by Plaintiff and
Defendant Graydon (the Court having noted that Defendant Peter Coats had not filed an}'

opposition to the Plaintiffs Motion for Summar} Judgment), and the arguments presented at the
hearing, and good cause appearing, it is hereb} ordered, adjudged and decreed as follows
1

Defendant Caroline Gravdon s Motion to Strike Affidavits is hereb} granted as to

those portions of the affidavits identified m her motion
2

Plaintiffs Motion for Summan Judgment against Defendant Carolme Grayaon is

denied, and Defendant Carolme Gravdon s Motion for Summan Judgment against Plaintiff is
hereb}7 granted for the reasons set forth m Defendant Gravdon s memoranda According!},
Plaintiffs Complaint against Defendant Caroline Graydon is hereby dismissed, with prejudice
3

On the ground that Defendant Petei Coats defaulted b} filing no opposition to the

Plaintiffs Motion for Summan Judgment said motion is hereb} granted as against Defendant
Peter Coats Accordmgh, judgment is hereby granted in favor of Plaintiff Michael ^ ard and
against Defendant Peter Coats for the sum of S315.242.72. together with mterest thereon at the
post-judgment rate of 2 4% pei annum
4.

Costs are hereby awarded to Defendant Caroline Graydon as against Plamtiff

5.

Costs are hereb} awarded to Plaintiff Michael Ward as against Defendant Petei

Coats
DATED this

day of

. 2009
BY THE COURT

DeniseP Lindberg
District Court Judge

i

Approved as to form
STEVENSON L SMITH. P.C

ferad C Smith
Attorneys for Plaintiff
BLACKBURN & STOLL, LC

Bryce D Panzei
Attorneys foi Defendant Caroline Graydon

Peter Coats. Defendant pro se
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Addendum L
Minute Entry and Order

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRIC1 COURT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
SALTLAKF DEPARTMENT

Michael Wai d

M1NUT L EN TRY AND ORDER
Plaintiff/Petitioner,

:

vs
:
Caroline Coats Graydon and Peter Coats
Defendant/Respondent

Case No 080903379
Judge Denise Posse Lmdberg

Beiore the Court is Defendant Coats' Rule 59 motion to re-open proceedings oi
alternatively, his Rule 60 motion lor relief from mdgment The Court DENIES both mo ions
Coats was a co-deiendant with Graydon (his ex-wife) in a lawsuit brought by Plaintiff
Michael Ward Plaintiff sued defendants claiming they were his co-tenants on a parcel cf real
propert} and that they had breached their fiduciary duty to him to cooperate in the sale of the
propert} Plaintiff alleged that the co-defendants' failure to cooperate resulted in the loss oi an
advantageous sale, having the property go to foreclosure, and in resulting damages to Pontiff
On or about March 5, 2009, Plaintiff filed a motion for summary judgment Graydon
opposed the motion and filed her own counter-motion for summary judgment Although Coats
admitted receiving copies of the motions, he did not respond The matter was argued before the
Court on July 20, 2009 Plaintiff and Graydon appeared through counsel Despite not responding
in writing, Coats appeared pro se at the hearing and was allowed to make argument A the
conclusion of the hearing the Court denied Plaintiffs motion foi summary judgment as to
Graydon and granted Graydon's motion for summary judgment, dismissing her from this action
Howevci, the Court granted Plaintiffs summary judgment motion against Coats An Ordei
memorializing the Court's judgment was signed August 17, 2009
On August 31, 2009, Coats, now represented by counsel, filed the present motion
Plaintiff has opposed the motion and explained why Coats is not entitled to relief from judgment

under either Rule 59 or Rule 60. The Court agrees entirely with Plaintiffs analysis and
incorporates it herein by reference. The analysis therein more than adequately supports the
Court's determination that Coats' motions fail
Coats suggests that part of his inaction is explained by emotional problems he was
experiencing. However, his own affidavit makes clear that while, for a short period, he was
placed under a limited conservatorship, that conservatorship ended, effective January 2009.
Therefore, the Court concludes that whatever problem affected Coats' abilit) to act on his own
behalf, it ended as of January 2009 when the conservatorship terminated Since this occurred
months before Plaintiffs summary judgment motion was briefed and heard, the Court gives no
weight to this argument.
Finally, Coats argues he c*did not understand the concept of'Summary Judgment."
While a pro se litigant is "entitled to every consideration that may reasonably be indulged," Allen
v. Friel, 2008 UT 56, «[[!1, 194 P.3d 903:
[a]s a general rule, a party who represents himself will be held to the same standard of
knowledge and practice as any qualified member of the bar . . Further, 'reasonable'
indulgence is not unlimited indulgence Rather it is meant to assign to judges the
responsibility of informing a self-represented party of matters such as the date of trial, his
right to a trial by jury, . . .[etc.] Reasonable considerations do not include the need to
interrupt proceedings to translate legal terms, explain legal rules, or otherwise attempt to
redress the ongoing consequences of a part} "s decision to function in a capacity for which
he is not trained.
Id. (internal citations omitted).
Based on the foregoing, Coats' Rule 59 and Rule 60 motions are DENIED

So Ordered by the Court this 10th day of December, 2009.
;\
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Judge Denise Posse Lifidberg.
By
i;
-

~7\
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U
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